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In the late 1931, the Lytton Commission headed by Victor Bulwer-Lytton 
of Great Britain was entrusted by the League of Nations in an attempt to 
investigate the September 18 Incident (a.k.a. Mukden Incident) which led to the 
Japanese seizure of Manchuria. Due to the close surveillance of the Japanese, 
the people of the Northeast China were not able to contact this investigation 
team. Nevertheless, a group of Chinese people known as “Nine Men of 
Shenyang” risked their lives and collected a large number of materials that 
proved the Japanese invasion, which were submitted to the investigation team 
and provided an important basis for the confirmation of Japanese aggression by 
the League of Nations. 
Rich in content, these materials include two parts: instructions and compilation 
of evidence, providing facts and evidence of the September 18 Incident and 
the Japanese violation of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Northeast 
China, which are fully and faithfully presented in this book. These detailed and 
systematic evidences truly record the news reports as well as the orders and 
notices given from the Kwantung Army, and present large number of witnesses 
and photos, which reveal the deception of Japan to the world. 
The “Nine Men”, most of whom had received education overseas, had a 
strong sense of jurisprudence and adapted strategic approach in collecting the 
evidence, whose legal judgments were accepted by the League of Nations, 
helping win the recognition and sympathy & support from the international 
community. 
This book translates, produces and publishes the photocopying materials taken 
from the UN Headquarters Library in Geneva, which are useful for the related 
researches. Also included in this book are the reminiscences of the relevant 
persons and academic study of the contemporary scholars concerning this 
matter, which are dedicated to the brave act in the cause of truth and justice.

真相：永不褪色的国家记忆
TRUTH: THE UNFADING NATIONAL MEMORIES
By Gong Guowei

 

中国人眼中的朝鲜战争
THE KOREAN WAR IN THE EYES OF THE CHINESE
By Luo Xuepeng

A documentary writing on the Korean War, which is based on multiple disclosed 
Soviet archives (including the telegraphs and conference records between 
Stalin, Mao Zedong and Kim Il Sung prior to and after the outbreak of the war), 
this book unveils the origin of the Korean issue and recaptures the ins and 
outs of the important decisions concerning that war, which were made by the 
relevant state leaders in the cause of their respective national interest. And 
through the interviews with many war witnesses, it also re-presents the cruelty 
of the war and the gargantuan harm it has inflicted. With objective and riveting 
details, and in the perspective of the Chinese, this book provides another 
unique interpretation of the Korean War, whose aftermath shaped the world 
history. 
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This book re-presents the part of history when the 6th Division of the Imperial 
Japanese Army, which was known as the prime culprit of Nanjing Massacre, 
landed Hangzhou Bay and participated in the massacre shortly after, and 
discusses the distortion and denial of the massacre by Kumamoto City, the 
place where the 6th Division was originally formed, 30 years after the defeat of 
Japan. 
This book makes extensive reference to the original Japanese war reports, 
telegraph texts and those inside historical materials of the 6th Division that are 
rarely seen, and describes in details the fierce and tragic battles that are little 
known. It aims to bring to life the truths about the Nanjing Massacre that are still 
being denied brazenly by the Japanese Right-Wing forces to this day.

 
侵华日军第六师团南京战役及暴行实录

BATTLES AND ATROCITIES OF THE 6TH DIVISION OF THE 
JAPANESE IMPERIAL ARMY IN NANJING
By Yang Zhenyu & Wu Jing'ang 

与魔鬼博弈
GAMES WITH DEMONS
By Zhang Yawen

After decades of research, this book brings to life the stunning real stories of 
the heroes, including Qian Xiuying, Alexander von Falkenhausen, John Rabe 
Bernhard Arp Sindberg, Karl Gunther, Ho Feng-Shan and Hasegawa Teruko, 
who bravely stood up against the Fascism and risked their lives and careers to 
save the peoples suffering from persecutions.

Based on historical record and documents and precious old photos, 
this book provides panoramic review of the Flying Tigers and American 
air forces in China, and recaptures the military exploits of American air 
forces in China, their contribution to China’s Anti-Japanese War, and the 
friendships established between China and U.S. Published in Chinese and 
English in honor of the 70th Anniversary of the WWII.

飞虎队与美国援华空军
THE FLYING TIGERS AND AMERICAN AIR FORCES IN 
CHINA   
By Yan Ping

Rights Sold: Nepal

Rights Sold: Israel
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Dedicated to the 200th Anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx, this book recaptures 
the life of Karl Marx, his theoretical contribution, and the charm of his personality 
with over 500 pictures and concise words. It aims to bring readers close to the 
era he lived in, his soul and his devotion in theoretical work and revolutionary 
practice, and encourage them to trace the treasures from his works.

 
马克思画传：马克思诞辰 200 周年纪念版

P I C T U R E  B I O G R A P H Y  O F  K A R L  M A R X :  T H E 
C O M M E M O R AT I V E  E D I T I O N  F O R  T H E  2 0 0 T H 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF KARL MARX
By Central Compilation & Translation Bureau

A book of some 60 original handwriting of Deng Xiaoping and the stories 
behind them that string together the extraordinary life experience of Deng 
Xiaoping and his selfless devotion to China.

邓小平手迹故事
ORIGINAL HANDWRITING OF DENG XIAOPING
By Sun Dongsheng

In tens of thousands of years, hairstyle developed into a special and 
important form of culture in China, which represented politics, economy, 
culture as well as symbol of beauty of the times, reflecting changes of history 
and societies. Based on the rich historical resources like ancient cliff painting, 
primitive totems, unearthed clayware, writing on turtle shells, paintings on 
silk and the terra cotta warriors, this book is the first of its kind which studies 
in details the history of traditional hairstyle’s changes in China, and presents 
readers a rich and colorful world of traditional hairstyles with interesting 
stories and hundreds of precious pictures.

发髻上的中国
TRADITIONAL HAIRSTYLES & HEAD 
ORNAMENTS IN CHINA
By Zhang Chunxin & Gou Shixiang

Rights Sold: Nepal

Rights sold: Hong Kong SAR (Complex Chinese Version)

Rights Sold: Nepal,India
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Color is not only a natural phenomenon, but also is a phenomenon 
related to cultural significance. A wide variety of color customs have 
been created in China, which are based on the natural ones which 
affect our emotions, appetite, vision, sexuality, design, art, business, 
marketing, and trends. With rich pictures and information, the book 
unfolds the phenomenon of color customs of different ethnic groups in 
Chinese history, giving readers a better understanding of the culture of 
Chinese folk colors.

As one of the oldest types of furniture in China’s history, screens 
provide great aesthetic values and have been attracting wide attention 
from the circle of antique collection. The author, a connoisseur of 
antique furniture and research fellow of traditional Chinese culture, tries 
to explore the culture and aesthetics of screens and provide insight into 
the relevant history and tradition with his expertise.

中国民间色彩民俗
THE CUSTOMS OF CHINESE FOLK COLORS    
By Yang Jianwu

鸟度屏风里：屏风里的中国传统文化

SCREENS AND THE TRADITIONAL CHINESE 
CULTURE
By Zhou Jin

Rights Sold: India,Japan
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Composed in an accessible style with copious illustrations, this collection, comprising 17 volumes that include the 
traditional crafts (paper cutting, velvet flowers, calligraphy, ceramics, toys, shadow puppets, kites, thangka, clay 
sculptures, embroidery, dough figurines), Chinese mythology, major Chinese operas (Beijing Opera, Kun Opera, 
Local Operas, Ancient Operas, and Ethnic Minority Operas), provides readers with an intriguing and insightful 
introduction to the diversity and profundity of China’s cultural tradition. It serves as an excellent primer for overseas 
readers who are fond of and want to learn more about traditional Chinese culture. 

小书大传承：中国非物质文化遗产通识读本
LITTLE BOOKS, GREAT TRADITION: GUIDES TO CHINESE INTANGIBLE 
CULTURAL HERITAGE
By Ren Xiaoshu, Wei Liqun, Tai Gaodi, Zhang Xichang, Liu Ying, and Zeng Wenqi

Rights Sold: Japan
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Huangdi Neijing, literally the Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor, is an ancient 
Chinese medical text that has been treated as the fundamental doctrinal source 
for Chinese medicine for more than two millennia. The work is composed 
of two texts, each with eighty-one chapters or treatises in a question-and-
answer format between the mythical Yellow Emperor and six of his equally 
legendary ministers. The first text, the Suwen (a.k.a. Basic Questions), covers 
the theoretical foundation of Chinese Medicine and its diagnostic methods; 
the second and generally less referred-to text, the Lingshu (Spiritual Pivot), 
discusses acupuncture therapy in great detail.
A vernacular interpretation with over 200 illustrations, this book tries to re-
present this classic in a way that is easy to understand, and help grasp the 
quintessence of the traditional Chinese medicine.  

黄帝内经
HUANGDI NEIJING (INNER CANON OF THE YELLOW EMPEROR)
Compiled by Ni Taiyi

本草纲目
COMPENDIUM OF MATERIA MEDICA
Compiled by Ni Taiyi & Li Zhimou

Written by Li Shizhen during the Ming dynasty, the Compendium of Materia Medica is 
regarded as the most complete and comprehensive medical book ever written in the 
history of traditional Chinese medicine, which lists all the plants, animals, minerals, and 
other items that were believed to have medicinal properties.
Carefully compiled and illustrated, this book applies the essence of Compendium of 
Materia Medica in daily life, which is easy to follow, and makes readers benefit from this 
classical work.

 
Yuanye (The Garden Treatise), written around 1631 by Ji Cheng of the late 
Ming dynasty, is a definitive work on garden design of the many produced 
during that period, and has been labeled as the first monograph dedicated to 
garden architecture in the world, and among the great masterpieces of garden 
literature.
With vernacular language and carefully hand-drawn illustrations, this book 
brings readers the essence of Chinese traditional garden design which are 
inspiring for all times.

园冶
YUANYE (THE GARDEN TREATISE)
Original work by Ji Cheng, annotated & compiled by Ni Taiyi

Rights Sold: China Taiwan (Complex Chinese Version)
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Embroidery is an important art category of the traditional Chinese needlework, 
and the major four styles of embroidery of the Qing dynasty, namely, Suzhou, 
Hunan, Guangdong and Sichuan embroideries, witnessed the apex of this 
craft in history. Each of the styles features unique attractions, with Suzhou 
embroidery receiving the most popularity.
The first monograph on the theory of embroidery, Xuehuan Xiupu sums up the 
experience and knowledge of Shen Shou, a renowned embroiderer during the 
late Qing and early Republican period, and elaborates systematically on the art 
of Suzhou embroidery which has a history of 4000 years. 
Apart from the annotation and compilation of the original classic, this book also 
introduces Hunan, Guangdong, Sichuan and other folk style embroideries, and 
looks into the rich culture of this traditional craft. It is an ideal book for reference 
and appreciation of Chinese embroidery art.

雪宧绣谱
XUEYI XIUPU (TREATIES ON XUEYI EMBROIDERY 
PATTERNS)
Original work by Shen Shou & Zhang Jian, annotated & compiled by Geng Jipeng

By summing up the notes of classics on fragrance, this book introduces in depth 
the types and origins of different fragrance products in Chinese history, together 
with their features, extraction, recipes and burning methods. It also elaborates 
on the relevant implements, rituals and anecdotes in history, and includes the 
collection and identification of various fragrance products, providing systematic 
references for the understanding of the traditional fragrance culture in China. 

香典
RECORDS ON FRAGRANCE   
Original works by Zhou jiazhou, Hong Chu & Chen Jing, compiled & annotated by Chen Yunyi

Zhangwuzhi (Treatise on Superfluous Things) , written by Wen Zhenheng 
between 1620-1627, is an encyclopedic book about garden architecture and 
interior design, and has been viewed as the masterpiece concerning the 12 
necessary aspects of literati life in the late Ming dynasty, including buildings, 
plants, water and stone, birds and fish, painting and calligraphy, furnishings, 
appliances, clothes, boats and vehicles, locations, fruits, fragrance and tea.
This book re-represents this classic with vernacular explanations, and brings 
readers the elegant lifestyles that our ancestors have enjoyed and the aesthetic 
conceptions that benefit people of all times.

长物志
ZHANGWUZHI (TREATISE ON SUPERFLUOUS THINGS)
Original work by Wen Zhenheng, annotated & compiled by Hu Tianshou
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Yingzao Fashi (literally Standards and Models for Architectures) is a technical 
treatise on architecture and craftsmanship written by the Chinese author Li 
Jie (1065–1110), the Directorate of Buildings and Construction during the mid 
Song dynasty of China.It is China's oldest and most richly illustrated treatise on 
the architecture of state-owned buildings. It specifies in its main body the units 
of measurement, design standards and construction principles with structural 
patterns and building elements illustrated in drawings; furthermore, it elaborates 
on standard estimates for labour works, documents material data, and lists 
recipes for decorative painting and coatings, etc. It embodies the greatest 
achievements of Chinese architecture in its day.
Based on the complete collection of Yingzao Fashi, this book adds over 1,000 
drawings that displays the structures, decorations and component patterns of 
various buildings in detail, and explains the practices in construction and their 
principles. It summarizes the management experience and achievements in the 
design and construction of many traditional Chinese architectures, and serves 
as a reference book for both aesthetics and techniques.  

营造法式
STANDARDS AND MODELS FOR ARCHITECTURES
Original work by Li Jie, annotated & compiled by Fang Muyu

Shirts were originally worn by the European aristocrats as the underwear 
when they went to bed; the laces, now flooding the market, were only used by 
the noble in their collar decoration before the industrial revolution; the French 
Revolution not only resulted in the collapse of monarchy in France, but also led 
to the popularity of the tights that had been once the favorites of noble men, 
equally with both genders; women's wedding dresses were actually colorful 
prior to the Victorian Era; those who first wore the high heels were ancient 
Greek butcher who tried to avoid the splash of blood on their feet...T-shirts, 
jeans, little black dresses and many other types of clothing do have interesting 
history!
This is a book on the evolution of fashion, which narrates the origins, 
anecdotes, changes as well as the distinctive traits of the fashionable clothing 
and accessories that are carefully chosen, with each entry representing as a 
classic. Exquisitely illustrated and based on reliable historical materials, this 
book will guide readers through an exciting world of fashion.

时装风靡记
SOMETHING ABOUT FASHION   
By Zhang Miao
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Mengzi is a collection of stories of the Confucian philosopher Meng Ke (385-304 
or 372-289 BCE, a.k.a. "Mencius") and his discussions with rulers, disciples and 
adversaries. It is part of the Confucian Canon as one of the Four Books.
By carefully selecting those renowned idioms and rhesis from Mengzi, and 
providing vernacular interpretations to them, this book aims to re-draw the 
cultural nourishment from this classic. Besides, by linking the relevant historical 
background and thoughts, this book can help readers better comprehend the 
meaning of those texts and enjoy the literary pleasures lying within.

从成语名句读《孟子》
RE-READ THE IDIOMS & RHESIS OF MENGZI
By Jiulong Chuangzuo

 

Gu Hongming was a renowned and talented scholar of the Western and the 
Eastern learning in the 19th and early 20th century, and was also known for his 
interpretation of China and the Chinese people to the west. Among the schools 
of thoughts in ancient China, Gu Hongming was highly in favor of and learned 
in Confucianism, and to him, the moral and social philosophy of Confucius 
is an intrinsic element of the Chinese national character and the Analects of 
Confucius can be deemed as the Bible in China. 
This book tries to re-compile the interpretation of the Analects of Confucius 
by Gu Hongming, who had provided concise, accurate and accessible 
understanding of this classic. Not only a re-representation of the works of 
Gu Hongming, this book also presents readers with different perspectives to 
understand Confucius and Confucianism. 

辜鸿铭论语心得
THE INTERPRETATION OF THE ANALECTS OF CONFUCIUS 
BY GU HONGMING
By Gu Hongming & compiled by Zhang Chao

Gu Hongming was born in Malaysia, with his ancestral hometown in Fujian 
Province, China. With outstanding capability in languages, Gu Hongming 
received solid education in Europe and was fluent in multiple languages. He 
was a renowned and talented scholar of the Western and the Eastern learning 
in the 19th and early 20th century, and was also known for his interpretation of 
China and the Chinese people to the west.
This book tries to re-compile some hundred articles of Gu Hongming on the 
studies of Chinese ancient civilization, and recapture the charm of Chinese 
civilization and wisdom, which are still inspiring today.

辜鸿铭国学心得
THE STUDIES OF ANCIENT CHINESE CIVILIZATION BY GU 
HONGMING    
By Gu Hongming & compiled by Zhang Chao
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With discussions about human nature in the context of history, this book tries 
to re-examine those renowned historical figures in Chinese history, such as Wu 
Sangui, Zeng Guofan, Empress Dowager Cixi and Zhu Yuanzhang, who have 
been stereotyped by countless reviews and comments in history, and to brings 
new perspectives to understand their personalities and dilemmas, recapturing 
their inner world and its connection with reality. Also reviewed are the imperial 
examination system, cruel tortures, the sinification of Manchurians, the truth 
about the hermits and other alike subjects to provoke the thoughts on the 
impact of history on human nature. 

千年悖论
PARADOX IN HISTORY
By Zhang Hongjie

The founding of the Ming dynasty is considered to be an important turning 
point in China’s historical and cultural development. Under the rule of Zhu 
Yuanzhang, the founding emperor of the Ming dynasty, the course of history 
greatly deviated from the previous trajectory set up since the Tang and the 
Song dynasties, and autocracy and violence had become common, leaving a 
profound impact on the formation of Chinese national traits. 
The rule of Zhu Yuanzhang successfully combined the political cruelty and moral 
fanaticism. On the one hand, with the establishment of Jinyiwei (Embroidered 
Uniform Guard), an imperial secret police system and the implementation of 
even more sophisticated Lijia System (a basic-level organization system), the 
people were essentially put in shackles and strictly confined; and also with a 
series of political purges that eliminate the potential threats, Zhu implemented 
forced migration of people to exploit the vast areas with sparse population, and 
intervened in the freedom of the people’s occupational choice. On the other 
hand, Zhu, as an emperor who was able to refrain from sensual pleasures, 
developed tireless pursuit for moral purity and showed little tolerance for 
corruption, aiming to create a prosperous age of his own. In a bid to construct 
a “Peasant Utopia”, Zhu Yuanzhang had instead led China to a development 
course that was opposite to that of the world’s mainstream civilizations, missing 
an era of progress. 
This is a book that provides a unique understanding of Zhu Yuanzhang, an 
important emperor that had far-reaching impact on Chinese history. 

IMPERIAL POWER OUT OF CONTROL: ZHU YUANZHANG 
IN HIS CONQUEST AND GOVERNANCE
By Zhang Hongjie

失控的皇权：打天下与坐天下的朱元璋
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Five Dynasties, is a period of time between the fall of the Tang dynasty (907AD) 
and the founding of the Song dynasty (960AD) in Chinese history, when five 
would-be dynasties followed one another in quick succession to control the old 
imperial heartland in northern China. In this brief era of political disunity and 
upheaval that followed the demise of the once-prosperous Tang dynasty, the 
economic and cultural centers gradually moved from north to south, the Sixteen 
Prefectures of Yan & Yun that stood as a natural barrier to defend the north 
were ceded by the powers from further north, and the legendary imperial jade 
seal was lost… 
This book tries to recapture the captivating stories of that part of history, and 
discusses the reasons why the Tang dynasty came to an end, the process 
of cession of the Sixteen Prefectures and the shift of economic and cultural 
centers. A popular reader that is rigorous in presenting the facts and fascinating 
in words, this book provides systematic and panoramic review of the Five 
Dynasties to help readers understand this important transitional period in 
Chinese history.

五代门
GATE TO THE FIVE DYNASTIES
By Liu Jianchun

This book tries to decipher the political wisdom the Sima Yi, a renowned general 
and politician during the Three Kingdoms Era in Chinese history, whose success 
and subsequent rise in prominence paved the way for his grandson Sima Yan's 
founding of the Jin dynasty, which would eventually bring an end to the Three 
Kingdoms Era. With humorous style, this book also recaptures the life experience 
of Sima Yi, his struggle in the official career, and his wisdom in rivaling with Cao 
Cao and Zhuge Liang, the important figures of the Three Kingdoms Era. 

老谋子司马懿
WILY SIMA YI   
By Qin Tao

Rights Sold: China Taiwan (Complex Chinese Version), South 
Korea,Japan
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Wang Yangming (1472—1529), the most distinguished statesman, military strategist 
and philosopher in China’s Ming dynasty, is universally acknowledged as a great 
man rarely seen in Chinese history who has made indelible achievements in morality, 
politics and scholarship. The philosophy of the mind founded by him is indisputably a 
brilliant pearl in the history of ancient Chinese philosophy. 
Maybe you have already realized that the fast-tempoed life and fierce competition in 
modern times brought nothing but increasing spiritual solitude and poverty. Then read 
this book! By giving detailed explanation of the subjective awareness advocated by 
Wang Yangming’s philosophy of the mind and putting emphasis on the unimaginable 
power of you inner self, this book endeavors to help you get rid of the affliction caused 
by unnecessary desires and figure out what you really want in life, thereby leading 
you to a happier, healthier and more successful life. 

受用一生的王阳明心学
A LIFETIME BENEFIT: A MODERN INTERPRETATION OF 
WANG YANGMING’S PHILOSOPHY OF THE MIND   
By Zhang Chao

Rights Sold: Nepal

Drawing on the profound wisdom of Buddhism, this title endeavors to teach people 
how to build a positive mentality towards various troubles and difficulties in life and 
work. By elaborating abstruse Buddhist teachings in simple terms, it serves as an easy 
guide to obtaining inner peace and happiness in today’s fast-paced society.

佛是自家人
BUDDHA LIVES IN YOUR HEART   
Buddha Lives in Your Heart

Drawing on the latest practice and research in the field of sharing economy, this book 
furnishes a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of this much-discussed economic 
model in such aspects as its social foundations, underpinning principles, commercial 
patterns and intrinsic problems. Highly informative and appealingly readable, it is a 
must-have for anyone who wants a better understanding of this emerging trend.

分享经济：重新定义未来
THE SHARING ECONOMY: AN EMERGING MODEL THAT WILL 
REDEFINE OUR FUTURE
By Ling Faming
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Written in a captivatingly accessible fashion, this book, by making use of a 
variety of real-world cases, offers a through dissection of the Internet Plus 
model in terms of its general trend, commercial value and operation patterns. It 
serves as an essential guide for businesses – either large or small – to securing 
success and shunning risks in the Internet era.

你也可以玩转互联网 +
INTERNET PLUS: YOUR INDISPENSABLE GUIDE TO 
SUCCEEDING IN THE INTERNET ERA
By Zhao Minghui

Focusing on what it takes to be a maker and how a maker can lead his or her 
team to success, this book, comprised of six different yet organically related 
sections, tells everything you need to know to develop your new business into a 
unicorn enterprise. 

人人可以做创客
EVERYONE CAN BE A MAKER
By Liu Yushan

An excellent combination of theory and practice, this book not only makes a 
convincing exposition of the importance of teamwork in enterprises, but also 
provides feasible suggestions on how individual employees can integrate into 
the teams they are working with. 

同心无敌
UNITED WE CONQUER
By Li Qiang
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UNITED WE CONQUER
By Li Qiang

Based on the latest developments in the global financial market, this book not 
only offers a clear account of the history and status quo of crowdfunding, but 
also presents a perceptive exposition of the significant implications of this brand 
new approach to fund-raising. Crisply written and thoroughly researched, it 
contains all the essential things you need to know on how to raise money for 
your project(s) via crowdfunding and how to avert potential risks during this 
process.

众筹可以这样玩
HOW TO BE A GURU OF CROWDFUNDING
By Song Lei, Yao Guangmin and Tu Ta

Focusing on the emerging trend of applying big data to marketing practice, this 
book gives a detailed and insightful analysis of big data marketing which is 
buttressed by a range of carefully chosen cases. Informative and accessible, 
it makes a highly helpful and handy guide for those who would like to have a 
thorough understanding of big data marketing. 

一本书读懂大数据营销
AN ALL-IN-ONE GUIDE TO BIG DATA MARKETING
By Zhao Minghui and Peng Xiaodong

Taking Xiaomi Technology, the world’s third largest smartphone producer, as 
its research object, this book offers an in-depth dissection of the reasons why 
this Beijing-headquartered electronics company can achieve such an enormous 
commercial success within a short time. 

口碑化：小米为什么能成功
WORD-OF-MOUTH MARKETING: THE SECRET TO XIAOMI'S 
SUCCESS
By Wang Yiheng and Chen Weizhong

Rights Sold: Japan

Rights Sold: Japan,Russia
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This book outlines the development of the most prominent privately-owned express 
companies in China, and tries to uncover how they expanded rapidly to become “the 
First Echelon of Express Delivery Service” in China.
A few years ago, many peasants walked out of the remote rural areas, and engaged 
themselves into various undertakings in cities, including the service of express delivery. 
With diligence, arduousness, perseverance and wisdom, some of them set up express 
companies, which gradually stepped onto the right business trajectory and achieved 
scales. This process witnessed the rise of the four dominant privately owned express 
companies, namely, Shentong, Yuantong, Zhongtong and Yunda, which left behind 
commercial legends of the 21st century. By recapturing the dramatic development of 
these express companies, this book exhibits and interprets the dreams and glories of 
the peasants of the new generation in China, who have transformed the life of Chinese 
people today by introducing the new mode of Internet + express delivery.
The authors interviewed the founders of the four dominant privately-owned express 
companies as well as their employees of different levels, and have spent two years to 
render the valuable and touching reading to readers.

快递中国
EXPRESS CHINA
By Zhu Xiaojun & Yang Liping

Drawing on the successful experience of Jack Ma, or Ma Yun, one of the most 
influential business leaders in China today, this book serves as an instructive guide 
for numerous operators of small and medium-sized enterprises and ambitious young 
people who attempt to build their own businesses by detailing the skills and know-how 
required for starting a business and the matters to which attention should be paid during 
this challenging process. 

马云不是特例
YES, YOU CAN BE A SECOND JACK MA!
By Zhou Xibing

Composed in an attractive style, this book gives a detailed, heart-moving account of 
how Dong Mingzhu, who is esteemed as China’s “Marketing Queen” and has been 
named by Fortune as one of the world’s 50 most influential women in business for five 
successive years, manages to transform the company she works with from a small air 
conditioner manufacturer with an annual productive capacity of less than 20,000 units 
into a world-leading home appliance producer within two decades.

格力真相：中国“营销女皇”董明珠背后的秘密

THINGS YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT GREE: SECRETS 
BEHIND THE SUCCESS OF CHINA’S “MARKETING 
QUEEN” DONG MINGZHU
By Liao Xiaodong

Rights Sold: Nepal,Japan

Rights Sold: Nepal,India,Japan,
Arabian region
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This series focus on issues of democracy, rule 
and order, culture, globalization, economy, 
environment and peace and development. The 
study of these important issues, both in China 
and other parts of the world, are research 
achievements made by the famous scholars in 
China.

Rights Sold: the Netherlands, Israel

中国学者论环境与可持续发展 中国学者论全球化与自主 中国学者论民主与法制 中国学者论中国与全球治理

全球化与中国治理的变迁
Globalization and Changes in China's Governance

Environment and 
Sustainable Development

Globalization & 
Autonomy

中国学者论生态环境
Environment & Ecology

Democracy and the 
Rule of Law

The Governance of 
China and the World

中国学者论文化与文化转型 
Culture and Cultural Transformation

中国学者论中国与世界经济
The world Economy and China's Role

当代中国著名学者论丛（8 卷）
ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY CHINESE THOUGHT AND CULTURE (8 VOLUMES)
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A collection of works by Xu Chongwen, a renowned theorist on Marxism and socialism, this open series 
presents the quintessence of his political studies, and elaborates on multiple important issues, which 
are essential both to China and the rest of the world. 

徐崇温政治研究文集
COLLECTED WORKS OF XU CHONGWEN ON POLITICAL STUDIES   
By Xu Chongwen

中国特色社会主义理论体系研究

Study on the Theory System of the 
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics

中国的和平发展道路

China's Peaceful Development Road

怎样认识“西方马克思主义”
Understanding the Western Marxism

国际金融危机与当代资本主义

International Financial Crisis and 
Modern Capitalism

中国特色社会主义道路研究

A Study on the Socialist Path with 
Chinese Characteristics

Rights Sold: Nepal
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Compiled by Professor Yu Wujin, director of Research Institute of Modern Philosophy of Fudan University, this 
book series provide an insight into the contemporary studies of Marxism in outside China in a systematic and 
comprehensive manner, and present readers the latest achievements in the relevant field. 

伊格尔顿意识形态 蔑视与反抗 女性主义的马克思主义 生态学马克思主义

Eagleton’s Ideology
By Fang Yu

Distain and Resistance
By Wang Fengcai

Feminism and 
Marxism
By Qin Meizhu

Ecological Marxism
By Zeng Wenting

当代国外马克思主义研究丛书（4 册）
CONTEMPORARY FOREIGN STUDIES ON MARXISM (4 VOLUMES)

The author not only probes into the questions of what democratic socialism is, what 
its political and economical principles are and how it militates on the drastic changes 
in Eastern Europe and the disaggregation of the Soviet Union, but also discusses the 
difference between socialism with Chinese characteristics and democratic socialism in the 
western countries, showing the reasons why China firmly stands on socialism with Chinese 
characteristics.

民主社会主义评析
COMMENT AND ANALYSIS ON PRINCIPLE OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM   
By Xu Chongwen
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Based on the development economy perspective, this book tries to look into 
those important issues on the social and economic reforms in China, and 
accordingly, point out the trends and paths of realizing the China Dream. 

大国论衡：中国经济社会转型的若干节点
ISSUES ON THE SOCIAL & ECONOMIC 
TRANSFORMATION OF CHINA
By Wang Jianing

Focusing on the colorful international circles in Chongqing, China’s capital 
during World War II, this book reveals from a fresh angle the multi-level 
diplomatic relations between China and Western countries in that special 
period, systematically picturing China’s remarkable struggle of rising to a 
major player in the international arena from a semi-colonial country, as well 
as the significant roles Western missions to China played in this process. 
A bilingual edition in Chinese and English which makes use of a great 
number of never-before-published historical materials and many precious 
photographs taken by foreign diplomats in WWII China, this book appeals 
irresistibly to those interested in China’s modern diplomacy!

走向平等：战时重庆的外交界与中国现代外交的黎明曙光
（1938—1946）

TOWARD EQUALITY: CHONGQING’S WARTIME 
INTERNATIONAL CIRCLES AND THE DAWN OF 
MODERN DIPLOMACY IN CHINA, 1938 – 1946
By Zhou Yong & Vicent K. L. Chang

Rights Sold: Nepal,Japan

Rights Sold: Nepal
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A comprehensive and panoramic display of Dazu Rock carvings, an 
exceptional series of rock carvings dating from the 9th to the 13th century, 
remarkable for their aesthetic quality, their rich diversity of subject matter, 
both secular and religious, and the harmonious synthesis of Buddhism, 
Taoism and Confucianism.

大足石刻全集（11 卷）
A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF DAZU ROCK CARVINGS 
(11 VOLUMES)
Edited by Academy of Dazu Rock Carvings

Rights Sold: Nepal,Arabian region

Based on the background of social transformations, this book series 
observes the transition of China’s studies on foreign literature in terms of 
academic transition vs. cultural transition and the relation between traditional 
academic research and its modern version. It also displays the achievements 
made on China’s studies on foreign literature, and looks into the current 
demerits in the perspective of methodology. On top of that, it tries to define 
the position of the studies on foreign literature from the angle of discipline 
construction, and looks ahead its future development in the 21st century. 

中国外国文学研究的学术历程 （11 卷）
ACADEMIC COURSE OF CHINA’S STUDIES ON 
FOREIGN LITERATURE (11 VOLUMES)
By Chen Jianhua

Rights Sold:Japan, Nepal
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The Guqin is a plucked seven-string Chinese musical instrument of the zither family, which has been played 
since ancient times, and has traditionally been favored by scholars and literati as an instrument of great 
subtlety and refinement.
This series presents an all-round and professional close-up of Guqin by looking into the most authoritative 
researches of Guqin and the classical music scores, and their connections with other fields, such as literary 
works, plays, cultural exchanges, arts, history and so on. It also reviews the literatures that record the life and 
the works of the renowned composers and musicians in Chinese history, and exhibits the playing techniques 
of the traditional works and the new compositions.
 

古琴演奏法

审律寻幽——谢俊仁古琴
论文与曲谱集

琴学存稿——王风古琴论说杂集

琴学论衡——二○一五古
琴国际学术研讨会论文集

松庐琴学丛稿

Guqin Playing 
Techniques
By Gong Yi

The Collection of 
Dissertations & 
Composition of Xie 
Junrenw
By Xie Junren

Essays of Wang 
Fenggu on Guqin
By Wang Feng

Collected Papers of 
the 2015 International 
Symposium on Guqin
By Geng Huiling

Research Articles of 
Liang Jiyong
By Liang Jiyong

现代琴学丛刊
THE STUDIES OF GUQIN

Rights Sold: Nepal,Japan



Composed by Professor Ji Yuanhong at Ritsumeikan University, Japan, an 
accomplished cross-cultural psychological consultation and treatment expert, 
this highly original work gives a systematic introduction in simple language 
to the Draw-a-Tree Projective Personality Test, detailing its theoretical 
basis, the latest research progress, as well as specific testing and treating 
methods. With detailed case studies and abundant illustrations, the book 
functions as a practical guide to the techniques of performing the test on 
different subjects. It holds appeal not only to practitioners in psychological 
consultation and treatment, but also to common readers who take interest in 
psychology.

This academic series outlines the development history of Chinese music 
from as early as prehistoric times to the Qing dynasty, which is based on 
research on relics and literatures, a decade of field investigations and 
interdisciplinary studies. With over 600 photos and even recording of the 
tentative reproduction of ancient musical performances, it brings readers 
close to the magnificent culture and aesthetic attraction of Chinese music in 
history.

树木—人格投射测试（第 3 版）

中国音乐史

THE DRAW-A-TREE PROJECTIVE PERSONALITY TEST 
(THIRD EDITION)
By Ji Yuanhong

THE HISTORY OF CHINESE MUSIC: ILLUSTRATED 
EDITION
By Wu Zhao

A reference book on TCM clinical pharmacology, this book draws on more 
than 600 TCM classics, monographs, and historical and literary works, 
offering a comprehensive introduction to the clinical effects of Chinese 
herbal medicines and the main fruits of TCM clinical and pharmacological 
research in modern times. Divided into two parts which deal with individual 
medicines and specially-chosen pharmacological topics respectively, the 
book may provide insights and inspirations to both TCM pharmacologists 
and practitioners.

中医百家药论荟萃
A COLLECTION OF TCM PHARMACOLOGICAL 
COMMENTS (REVISED EDITION)
By Wang Huiwu

Rights Sold: Nepal

Rights Sold: Nepal
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A re-creation with the historical context and figures 
on which Journey to the West , one of the Four 
Great Chinese Classical Novels, is based, this 
series of suspense novels transform the 81 ordeals 
preordained in the magical world created by Wu 
Cheng'en into 81 cases the protagonists venture 
into,which are set in the historical scene, presenting 
imaginative and captivating stories unfolding on the 
way to the west. 

西游八十一案
VENTURE TO THE WEST
By Chen Jian

In the third year of the Zhengguan era, the Tang dynasty, Xuanzang arrives 
at Huoyi in search of his missing brother before he sets out for the Western 
Regions. Coincidentally, Li Shimin, the emperor at the time has his royal 
progress at Huoyi as well. Horribly, however, Li is said to be sued by his 
brother, who has been killed during the Xuanwu Gate Incident, in the hell, 
and is hunted by the legendary hell emissaries during his visit. Therefore, the 
Niraya (the Hell) is gradually brought to the mortal world there.  
The Niraya, which turns out to be viciously but vividly constructed by men, is 
a trap set against Li Shimin. From the above said incident to the mass killing 
and expansion of the empire, the ambition of the emperor can hardly be 
constrained. When the evil of the common people can be suppressed by the 
imperial powers, how can the emperor be deterred from his willful act?
Xuanzang is forced to be engaged in protecting the emperor as well as 
investigating this Niraya. What will he find out?

大唐泥犁狱

THE NIRAYA OF THE TANG EMPIRE
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In the winter of the third year of the Zhenguan era, a thin horse carrying 
a monk stumbles at the edge of desert. Xuanzang eventually arrives 
in the Western Region, where turbulence is seen. The giant Persian 
Empire faces invasion from both the Byzantine Empire and the Western 
Turks, and its land is also coveted by several other states in the Western 
Regions. To reverse the unfavorable situation, the Persians try to seek 
military assistance from the Tang Empire by presenting their most valuable 
treasure. 
At the starting point of the Silk Road, Xuanzang accepts Qu Zhisheng, the 
prince of Gaochang (the source of Zhu Bajie in Journey to the West), as 
his second disciple. Falling in fervent love with the princess of the enemy 
state, Qu insanely steals the valuable treasure of the Persians and tries to 
present it to his beloved. 
Xuanzang’s arrival to the Western Region makes him part of the tactics of 
the Tang Empire to influence this region, which Xuanzang is unaware of. 
Robbery, killing, revenge and treason–various cases ensue and entangle 
with one another, with forces from the Tang, the Turks, Persia, Yanqi 
and Gaochang are involved. A conspiracy to change the situation of the 
Western Regions and to control the Silk Road gradually emerges… 

西域列王记

THE KINGS OF THE WESTERN REGIONS

In the 15th year of the Zhenguan era, Wang Xuance, an envoy of the 
Tang Empire, crosses the Flowing Sand River and heads towards India, 
becoming the third disciple of Xuanzang, which is known as the “Friar 
Sand”. Xuanzang, who has been learning and practicing Buddhism for 
12 years in India and made a name there, then faces an unprecedented 
conspiracy. 
A great debate on sutra is being held between Persia and India, during 
which some 3000 Buddhist participants and tens of thousands of 
audience may challenge Xuanzang. What is behind this seemingly 
ordinary convention is a huge crisis, which may lead to the demise 
of Xuanzang and fierce battles in the Western Regions if not handled 
properly. 
As an adroit tactician, Wang Xuance helps Xuanzang garner the 
support from the Tang Empire and brings changes to the political 
patterns of the Eurasia. All of a sudden, assassinations, abduction and 
espionage come one after another, in which Wang and Xuanzang are 
deeply involved…

大唐梵天记

THE BRAHMA OF THE TANG EMPIRE
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三国终结者司马昭
SIMA ZHAO: THE TERMINATOR OF THE THREE KINGDOMS
By Li Haobai

Sima Zhao (211–265), courtesy name Zishang, was a military general, politician and regent of the state of Cao 
Wei during the Three Kingdoms period of Chinese history.
Through constant struggle, Sima Zhao obtained power step by step, and became the de facto controller of 
Wei. He took advantage of weakness in Shu Han to the west and attacked it, forcing its surrender. His military 
credit helped to set up the plot of overthrowing Wei by his son, Sima Yan, who usurped the Wei throne and 
proclaimed the Jin dynasty. After the establishment of Jin, Sima Yan posthumously honored his father as 
Emperor Wen of Jin.
Based on the history concerning this legendary figure in China, this series of novels recaptures the rise of 
the Sima Family and the unique wisdom of their success. Intriguing and thought-provoking, this series brings 
readers close to that ever-changing history in the post-Three Kingdoms era. 

三国终结者司马昭：天之骄雄

The Hidden Ambition

三国终结者司马昭：廓定风云

The Accumulated Edges

三国终结者司马昭：镇国扬威
The Showed Strength

三国终结者司马昭：独揽朝纲

The Usurpation of Power

三国终结者司马昭：平蜀立晋

The Culmination of Triumph

This historical novel recaptures the appealing part of history of the Tang 
Empire, during which it ended its court struggle with the effort of Xuanzong 
Emperor to embrace the unprecedented prosperity of the empire and 
declined afterwards also due to the neglectful governance of Xuanzong 
Emperor. With fascinating plot based on real historical events, this book is 
a must-read for those who wish to glimpse into the rise and fall of the Tang 
dynasty and the decisive role of Xuanzong Emperor for this great empire. 

大唐盛衰传
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE GREAT TANG DYNASTY: 
A NOVEL
By Lu Qiao
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From multi-award-winning writer Fan Wen comes a tour de force paying 
homage to life, love, and the great city of Chongqing!
Set against the backdrop of the Bombing of Chongqing during World War 
II, this novel vividly depicts the love, marriage and family life of the three 
protagonists Lin Peiyao, Liu Yunxiang, and Deng Ziru, demonstrating not 
only the essential qualities like strength, fortitude and resilience which 
constitute the core of the Chinese national spirit, but also the admirable 
characters possessed by the local Chongqing people such as optimism, 
magnanimity and vitality. Through the heart-wrenching stories of the victims 
of the savage bombing, this book shows Chinese people’s reflection on 
war and their unswerving pursuit of peace. It also intends to explore such 
questions as why the Japanese government refuses to acknowledge its war 
crimes, and how Chinese war victims can get international recognition and 
understanding.

A huge amount of money goes missing in a bank. With the suicide of 
Ling Han, a bank employee, by overdosing on sleeping pills, this case is 
contentiously closed. 
A year later, Jiang Yuan joins the bank as a new employee, and starts 
tracking down the missing deposits and investigating the issues concerning 
the forging of signature seals, property crisis and others on his own, which 
leads to the fall of people that have been involved. Jiang Yuan is in effect 
the former boyfriend of Ling Han, whom he believes to have been set up 
by someone else and treated as the scapegoat for the case a year ago. To 
restore her innocence, he is ready to give up everything and fight against all 
odds to look into the case with superb financial expertise. 
But as he delves deeper into this case, Jiang Yuan finds that this seemingly 
simple case of deposit loss not only involves the senior leadership within 
the bank, but also inextricably links with other listed companies. When he 
thinks he is holding the key evidence, his unknown opponent begins to 
emerge from the darkness…
Lost deposits, shrinking assets, mortgage crisis, forged signature seals…
This is a thrilling suspense novel set in the banking industry. 

重庆之眼
THE EYE OF CHONGQING: A NOVEL
By Fan Wen

银行局：致命存款
BANK SCAM: FATAL DEPOSIT
By Bian Jiang

Rights Sold: Nepal,Japan
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The future of Dong Fei (the protagonist) always exists and influences her 
past through high-dimensional space; and the portrait image (known as 
the Spirit Message) appears in the Global High-Energy Physics Laboratory 
is also a signal to the world, which is sent by Dong Fei (from the future) 
through a window from the folded high-dimensional space. The past and 
future are no longer in a normal cause & effect relationship, they are simply 
inter-dependent. Just like the famous Wheeler's delayed choice experiment, 
many results seem to have been doomed before it happens...
All things happen when Dong Fei returns to campus to have further 
education, but only finds herself trapped in a nightmare.  Gaia is a global 
terrorist organization that advocates extreme environmentalism and 
maintains that earthlings who are not environmentalists cannot share 
with them the valuable resources on earth; therefore, its members plan to 
destroy the existing civilization. Gaia believes that the Spirit Message, like 
the portrait image sent from the "High-Dimensional Space Intelligence", is 
Dong Fei's key to access that space, and desires to control and harness 
this key.
A Spirit Message research team, consisting of elite experts from various 
fields, endeavors to foil the terrorism plan of Gaia, but this team itself has 
been penetrated by Gaia. 
Who is the "High-Dimensional Space Intelligence" and what is the true 
mission of the Spirit Message? As the key to all these, Dong Fei eventually 
stands out from her troubled life and steps on the journey to save the whole 
world.

灵语
SPIRIT MESSAGE
By Zhang Ying

Carrying about a special lighter and a map, Xu Min, a girl from Shanghai, 
gets involved in an adventure of treasure hunt after she arrives in Chongqing 
to search for his cloistered uncle. Xu Min's grandfather, who used to be 
the police of the Kuomintang government, was once told to hunt for a good 
deal of treasures that had been left in Chongqing, and, after the defeat of 
Kuomintang, traded part of these treasures for another invaluable treasure. 
With all the clues left by her grandfather, Xu Min begins to understand what he 
has traded for...
Based on the real history and geographic traits of Chongqing, this book 
presents readers a breath-taking story of treasure hunt and the absorbing 
local culture in Chongqing.

失踪的上清寺
THE DISAPPEARED SHANGQING TEMPLE
By Luo Yu
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Daodao, the owner of a weekend restaurant, receives only one specific 
customer on every Saturday. These customers patronizing the restaurant 
are deeply remembered by the spirits of the dead, who may used to be their 
parents, grandparents or lovers of the former. The separation of life and death 
will not stop the emotions of these spirits from lingering on their bereaved. It is 
an unimaginable cruelty to await the punishments of these spirits; therefore, 
Daodao, always kind-minded, takes risks to help those spirits who are 
trapped in distorted thoughts, and thru a series of treacherous experiences, 
heals the emotional wounds of the dead and the alive.
This novel, thrilling but healing, concerns life and death, memory and 
emotions. A mysterious “misty mountain” that few people can access, a 
restaurant that is only opened on weekends to specific customers, a young 
woman engaged in a secretive job, and a group of spirits who are ready to 
take the souls of the alive…Life and death are decreed by fate, which is hard 
to change, but when you can meet the one that you shall no longer be able to 
see, what he/she will tell you?

周末餐厅
THE WEEKEND RESTAURANT
By Xiaosen

This is a story of a group of problematic juveniles, who hold hopes and are 
trapped in bewilderment at the same time, finding it difficult to cope with the 
chasm between their dreams and the reality. The choices between the gate 
of schools and the gate of prison face these youngsters of different family 
background, who grow up in the “concrete forest” of the modern city. This 
novel, concerning the pains and cost of growth, is dedicated to our receding 
youth.

游离态辖区
THE BANK OF OUTSIDERS
By Liu Chenxi
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Again, Fang Mu gets involved in a series of murders. Is his involvement the responsibility 
of his own or being coerced? Having gone through numerous hardships, will Fang Mu 
follow the advice of Mr. Qiao to become a policeman, or just stay being ordinary? What 
will you do if you have a chance to change the destiny of other people?
The continuation of Profile,  Skinner's Box  will lead you to the fact that there is no such 
a thing as destiny in the world, and everything is nothing but ordeal, punishment or 
redemption.

教化场

Skinner's Box  

Four office ladies aged from 25 to 30 are raped and killed successively. Is it a vengeful 
murder or simply the destroying of the evidence of guilt after the sexual harassment? 
Fang Mu, an introverted college student, is summoned by the police to aid the 
investigation of a series of confusing criminal cases. After the execution of the criminal, 
more outrageous murders still occur. Is it the haunting ghost of the criminal or the living 
demon this time? When this secret demon claims the lives of Fang Mu's friends one after 
another without any scruple, how can he face the challenge and visualize the appearance 
of the demon at last? 

心理罪系列 (5 册 )
CRIMINAL MINDS   (5 VOLUMES)  
By Lei Mi

画像

Profile 

Rights Sold: Thailand, Vietnam

Years after Profile and Skinner's Box, Undercurrent, the third novel of the Criminal Minds, 
an excellent suspense series by Lei Mi, will keep you on the edge of the seat. Will Fang 
Mu, the hero of the novel, still chooses to stand by the side of goodness and determination 
when against all odds. There is a current under your feet, and can you hear the cry flare 
when everyone else keeps silent? 
The author Lei Mi is a teacher of Academy of Public Security, who is well up in criminal 
psychology and investigation. 

暗河

Undercurrent 
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城市之光

The Light Of City

Retribution shall arrive upon the wrongdoings!
Everyone in the city is indulging in a unprecedented craze and satisfaction. Here in the city 
there is a light, a god, a sickle that is being wielded to behead anyone who does evil. He is 
just, mighty and at the same time mysterious. Everyone becomes scrupulous about what 
they say and do so that they can avoid becoming the next target of “the Light of City”. But 
meanwhile, everyone also becomes unbridled, for “the Light of City” belongs to them! They 
wish to become a part of the sharp blade!
When everyone chooses to become a lethal weapon, the scale of justice is unbalanced, 
but Fang Mu makes the decision to become the brave weight to set off.

A prelude to the other books composing the popular crime series “The Criminal 
Mind”, The Seventh Reader relates a procession of murders taking place at a 
university which are linked together by an inconspicuous library card. Fang Mu, 
the hero of the story, discovers this secret by chance and tries to find out who the 
murderer is. Will he succeed? How will the course of his life be changed by the 
mysterious “seventh reader”?

第七个读者

The Seventh Reader   

After being inflicted by the raping in a camphor wood in the deep of night, 
the victim Li Yifan suffers greatly: her husband leaves her and her former 
peaceful and harmonious life collapses; then rumor goes viral, people 
approach her and persuade her to give up chasing the culprit, and the 
evidence once disappears… This criminal case seems to concern the interest 
of many people, and a giant invisible web of influences falls upon Li Yifan. 
When facing threat and pressure, how will Li Yifan decide her choice and 
fate?
This is a story about a series of chain reactions after a raping incident and 
the hard struggle of a woman who loses the shelter of her family. This is 
also a battlefield without smoke of gunpowder between the justice and evil. 
Refuse compounding privately and speak out “NO” bravely!

拒绝私了
REFUSE COMPOUNDING PRIVATELY 
By Li Xianfu
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By dramatizing the life and emotional experiences of three men from a Han 
migrant family in Tibet – grandfather Chen Lie, son Chen Hu and grandson Chen 
Luo, this novel not only offers a comprehensive and revelatory insight into the 
changes and transformations taking place in Tibet over more than a half-century, 
but it also extols the close bond forged between Han migrants and local Tibetans 
which is characterized by love and trust. 

光芒大地
THE LAND OF GLORY
By Zhang Zuwen

Writing with remarkable exquisiteness and deep affection, the author Liu 
Xinglong, a renowned writer in contemporary China, gives in this collection of 
essays a vivid and minute description of the place where he was brought up, 
his life with his parents while he was young, the memorable years he spent as a 
worker in a local factory and so forth, which furnishes a valuable window into the 
formation and development of this novelist’s mental world.

抱着父亲回故乡
RETURNING HOME WITH MY FATHER IN MY ARMS
By Liu Xinglong

Composed of three interwoven stories, this book narrates how three Chinese 
young farmers of different times – Xia Nianxiang in the 1980s, Xu Yundong in the 
1990s, and Xu Yitong in the early 2000s – struggle to get themselves integrated 
into the city. Smartly plotted and beautifully written, it is a page-turner holding 
appeal for every book lover.

出麦田记
THE EXODUS FROM THE FIELDS
By Pan Shenbin
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RETURNING HOME WITH MY FATHER IN MY ARMS
By Liu Xinglong

For the young peasant Mao Gougou, the barren rural area, where he was born 
and grew up, is receding, and after accepting the arrangement of the history, he 
moves to the metropolis where the Chaotianmen Port is located, and becomes 
one of the hundreds of million of rural migrant workers in the cities. What will 
become of him in this big city? Will he integrate in the city or be rejected?
The migrant workers of the new generation have greater ambitions than their 
predecessors. Deep in the heart, Mao Gougou cuts off his retreat back in his 
hometown from day one he enters the city. To earn a better living, he tries hard 
to get accustomed to the principles in the city and tolerates the bias and the 
hardships. For him, the city is the stage of his life, and he longs to conquer and 
become part of the city someday. 
Unfortunately, after a series of setbacks, Mao Gougou finds himself on the way 
back to his rural hometown where he even no longer possess the key to his 
former home. On the way home, also the way that he came to the city, Mao 
Gougou does not see it as the end of his journey. For the rural migrant workers 
of the new generation, their journeys have just started. 
Dedicated to the rural migrant workers in the cities of China, and set in the 
city of Chongqing, this award-winning novel narrates the life and the stories of 
the people of the grass-root level, absorbing and thought-provoking, and also 
portrays the transformation of our times.

门朝天开
THE HEAVENLY GATE OF CHAOTIANMEN
By Zeng Guoxian

Rights Sold: Nepal

Shibati, literally “the Eighteen Steps”, is a well-known old flight of stairway linking 
the upper city to the surrounding lower city of Chongqing, and is also deemed 
as an iconic site that has been incarnating the people’s life in old Chongqing. 
Set in the historical background of bombing of Chongqing during WWII, this 
novel narrates the sufferings of He Sao (Lady He) that lives in the neighborhood 
of Shibati, who stands as an epitome of the ordinary people living under the 
Japanese indiscriminated bombings. Apart from the enormous loss inflicted by 
the bombings, the novel touches people with the stories of gallant soviet pilots, 
who come to China’s aid, as well as those who escape the Japanese aggression 
from the lower reaches of the Yangtze River and take shelter in Chongqing, 
having their fate inextricably interwoven with that of local people. 
Based on the real events occurred around Shibati, this novel recaptures the 
resilience, courage and kindness of Chongqing people in time of crisis, and the 
great contributions the patriots and international communities made in fighting 
against the Japanese aggression. 

血火十八梯
BLOOD AND FIRE OF SHIBATI  
By Bai Lan
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Completely based on first-hand historical materials and eyewitness accounts, 
this book brilliantly recaptures the bloody battle fought by the 57th Division 
(code-named “Hu Ben” which means “brave warriors”) of the KMT-led National 
Revolutionary Army against the Japanese invaders in the autumn of 1943 in 
Changde, Hunan.

虎贲万岁
LONG LIVE THE BRAVE WARRIORS!   
By Zhang Henshui

This book consists of two novels by Zhang Henshui – The Flower of Blood and 
Eighty-One Dreams. The former, written in Beiping (now Beijing) in 1932 after the 
January Twenty-Eighth Incident occurred, tells a moving story about two Chinese 
lovers who sacrificed themselves to save the nation. The latter, regarded as the 
most representative of Zhang’s novels set during China’s resistance war against 
Japan, uses parables and dream sequences to satirize the corrupt bureaucracy.

热血之花
THE FLOWER OF BLOOD   
The Flower of Blood

Rights Sold: Nepal

Rights Sold: Nepal,

Composed by Zhang Henshui, a popular and prolific novelist in modern China, 
in 1939, the book is the first Chinese novel which gives a heart-wringing 
depiction of the Rape of Nanjing. Writing in immense agony, the author presents 
his readers with an unforgettable picture of the horrific killings and atrocities 
committed by the Japanese invaders in Nanjing in late 1937 and early 1938.

大江东去
THE MIGHTY RIVER FLOWS EASTWARD   
By Zhang Henshui

Rights Sold: Nepal
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A touching story of women of three generations of a family, from the late Qing 
dynasty to contemporary China, which witnessed the arduous struggles of women 
in shaking off enslavement and gaining their independence; a book on feminism 
and the social transformation of China in a hundred years time.

女人百年
WOMEN OF A CENTENARY
By Yang Enfang

Accompanied by an abundance of annotations on ancient Chinese history and 
culture, this book, with its original text by Li Yu, a noted Qing-dynasty poet also 
known as Liweng (meaning “the old man wearing a bamboo hat”), marked with 
modern Chinese phonetic symbols Pinyin, serves as an ultimate guide for both 
teenagers and adults to the beauty and profundity of classical Chinese poetry.

笠翁对韵精读（“汉韵细品”系列）
RHYMING COUPLETS BY LIWENG: A DETAILED GUIDE (ART 
OF CLASSICAL CHINESE VERSE SERIES)
Composed by Li Yu (Qing dynasty), edited by Chen Hong and Li Haijie

Accompanied by numerous annotations on ancient Chinese history and culture, 
this book, with its original text by Che Wanyu, a well-known Qing-dynasty poet, 
marked with modern Chinese phonetic symbols Pinyin, functions as an ideal 
primer on the rhyme and metre in classical Chinese poetry.

声律启蒙精读（“汉韵细品”系列）
A PRIMER ON RHYME AND METRE: A DETAILED GUIDE 
(ART OF CLASSICAL CHINESE VERSE SERIES)
Composed by Che Wanyu (Qing dynasty), edited by Chen Hong and Li Haijie 
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Quan Tangshi (Complete Tang Poems) , commissioned in 1705 at the direction 
and published under the name of Kangxi Emperor of the Qing dynasty, is the 
largest collection of Tang poetry, containing some 49,000 lyric poems by more 
than twenty-two hundred poets.
Having passionately immersed in Quan Tangshi  for many years, the author of 
this book found that many anthologies based on this treasure house of poetry 
had dropped some of the splendid poems mostly due to their utilitarian purposes, 
leaving regrettably the pearls sleeping in the sand. To reverse this, the author 
carefully selects those poems of Quan Tangsh i, which are rarely known, and 
tries to bring them under the spotlight they deserve. And by relating the life 
experiences of the poets, the social background, the artistic conceptions and the 
possible reasons for being neglected, this book presents readers with the true 
beauty of the Tang poems that has never been enjoyed.

昨夜闲潭梦落花——唐诗中被尘封的佳句
THE DUST-LADEN LINES OF THE TANG POEMS
By Jianghu Night-Rains

Based on a series of treasured paintings from ancient China, this book brings 
those related poems and paintings together, and looks into the deep affections 
embedded in those poetic works in the gentle and feminine perspective, taking 
readers on a tour to experience the beautiful love stories of ancient times. 

你可记得我倾国倾城
BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORIES IN PAINTINGS AND POEMS OF 
ANCIENT CHINA
By Wu Feng

Nalan Xingde (1655–1685) was a Qing dynasty Chinese poet, famous for his 
ci poetry (a type of lyric poetry in the tradition of Classical Chinese poetry). 
Though born with silver spoon in his mouth in a powerful family, and enjoying the 
supernormal background that paved the way for his political career, Nalan was 
tired of all these, and did not value the material comforts. Born with great talent in 
literature, which was his favorite, Nalan enjoyed a high literary reputation with his 
poems that displayed his tenderness in various subjects and the pains he suffered 
from the death of his wife. His ci poetry was studied extensively and remains as 
fondness for people of all times. By collecting the most representative poems of 
Nalan, this book guides readers in the exploration of the fascination in them, re-
experiencing the exquisite themes of his time.

谁念西风独自凉
A COLLECTION OF NALAN'S CI POETRY
By Zhang Man
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A long prose on salt culture, this book systematically sorts out and elaborates on 
the commerce, literature, art, politics, military, folk customs, religions and historical 
relics that developed from the production, transportation and transaction of the 
Wu salt originating around Wuxi, which can date back to ancient times. Apart from 
the focus on the Salt Spring of Baoyuan Mountain in Ningchang, Wuxi County, 
Chongqing, which is considered to be an icon of the Wu salt in history, the author 
also proposes for the first time the concept of “Ancient Road of Wu Salt”, a trade 
route that ran across the hinterland of China, connecting the civilizations along 
the Yangtze River and the Yellow River. By recapturing the vicissitude of the Wu 
salt, this book strings together the splendid cultures of the salt industry in some 
5000 years of history. 

巫盐天下
THE HISTORY OF WU SALT
By Tang Wenlong

Based on a series of treasured classic porcelain articles of ancient China, this 
book bring together the related poems, calligraphy, paintings, clothing, food and 
history, and looks into the love stories behind them in a gentle and feminine 
perspective, taking readers on a tour to experience the aesthetic beauty of the 
porcelain articles and the stories.

青花痣
BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORIES OF THE PORCELAIN ARTICLES 
OF ANCIENT CHINA
By Wu Feng

This book is a collection of essays written by Xu Jian, an award-winning writer 
who has been to Tibet for 18 times as of the year 2018 and profoundly immersed 
in the stunning cultural and historical charm of Tibet. It narrates the rich and 
riveting stories about this snowy wonderland, which are incorporated seamlessly 
into the author’s account of the unforgettable experiences of his own in this 
sacred region.  
In the part “Spiritual Mountain”, this book presents the story of the Belgian–
French orientalist and sinologist Alexandra David-Néel who ventured deep into 
Tibet to find the mysterious Shambhala Kingdom; then in the part “Spiritual Land”, 
the author recalls the experience of Liu Manqing, a special envoy of the Republic 
of China who traveled long distance to Tibet from Qiangtang, and her efforts in 
maintaining the unity of the country and the harmonious co-existence of different 
ethnic groups on behalf of the central government; and recollected in “Spiritual 
Lake” is the rise and fall of the Reting Rinpoche as the regent. 
The combination of the personal experience of the author and the related 
historical stories will unfold a dimensional landscape of the Tibetan society across 
a century. 

经幡
PRAYER FLAGS
By Xu Jian
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Divided into two inter-related parts, this book provides readers with enticing 
insights into the charm of famous writer Eileen Chang’s unique Chi-pao dresses 
and the beauty of those legendary women around her like Huang Yifan, Su Qing 
and Zhang Maoyuan.

倾国倾城——穿越时光，再见张爱玲
ENCHANTED BY YOU FOREVER: A RE-RENDEZVOUS WITH 
EILEEN CHANG
By Tao Fangxuan

This book tries to reflect the long and profound history and culture of Chongqing 
with more than 200 beautiful poems and documents. Divided into 10 parts, with 
each featuring different themes, this book also provides concise notes to the 
poems and literature, allowing readers to experience the charm of Chongqing, the 
city of mountains and rivers. 

记忆重庆
REMINISCENCES OF CHONGQING
By Zhou Yong & Fu Demin

In the four-month exploration of the 38 districts and counties of Chongqing, the 
reporters of Chongqing Daily, by looking into the historical materials, talking to 
experts and paying field visits, sorted out over 10,000 ancient poems of this 
region, creating this map of ancient poetry. And with this “map” produced, this 
book takes the readers to a tour in appreciating these poems and understanding 
the stories behind them, and brings readers closer to those excellent traditional 
culture and spiritual treasures of Chongqing. 

思君下渝州——探寻重庆古诗地图
THE ANCIENT POETRY MAP OF CHONGQING
By Zhang Yongcai & Jiang Chunyong
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Consisting of two distinct yet closely connected parts, this book gives a panoramic 
view of famous Chinese writer Eileen Chang’s early life in old Shanghai and the 
dazzling, decadent time in which she was living.

张爱玲的摩登时代
EILEEN CHANG AND HER MODERN TIME
By Tao Fangxuan

This book brings together 93 pieces of prose works by Li Gang, a renowned 
Chinese poet and proser and a laureate of many literature awards, whose works 
been widely recognized and translated into other languages. These prose works 
represent the achievements of Li Gang, and cover a wide range of subjects, 
including travel experiences, recollection of childhood and youth and the praise to 
family and friendship, from which the author expresses his passion for the land he 
lives and the life he admires. 

时间升起
TIME RISES
By Li Gang

This is a biography of Lu Xiaoman, a 20th Century Chinese painter, who was 
also known for acting and writing. Beautiful and talented, she was once a 
renowned debutante during the Republic of China era. However, she was better 
known for her very passionate and public relationship with Xu Zhimo, after her 
divorce with her first husband. This relationship caused a great stir as the two 
divorced celebrities getting married was considered radical even among China’s 
progressives at the time. This book bring provides a review of the colorful but 
dismal life of Lu Xiaoman, and brings to life her relationships with her husband 
and lovers.

半生贪欢，半生痴恋——陆小曼传
THE BIOGRAPHY OF LU XIAOMAN
By Wu Chenyang
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Lin Yutang was a Chinese writer, translator, linguist and inventor. His informal but 
polished style in both Chinese and English made him one of the most influential 
writers of his generation, and his compilations and translations of classic Chinese 
texts into English were bestsellers in the West. This book recaptures the life and 
intellectual world of Lin Yutang, which is poetic, fascinating and full of wisdom.

京华烟云：林语堂的故都岁月
MOMENTS OF PEKING: THE WORLD OF LIN YUTANG   
By Kang Wei

The author of this book, a graduate from the Central Academy of Fine Arts, set 
up the Adore Flower Studio of her own in the remote mountainous area of Fujian 
Province, where she sticks to her pursuit of exploring the possibilities for better 
preservation of plants and more discoveries of their beauty through the forms of 
handicraft, painting, photography and others, experimenting the integration of 
plants element into the daily life. Her endeavor, together with the exhibitions she 
put on, has attracted wide attention from traditional media and enormous numbers 
of followers on social media. 
Based on her fine arts expertise and rich experience in plant arts, the author 
presents in this colorful book with various possibilities and creativities between life 
and plants, and displays her works with plants and her reflections on lifestyles.

不如做植物
IT IS MORE IDEAL TO BE A PLANT
By Chen Ruping

When R received a parcel, she knew that W was dead. It is common that what 
is learned and actually happens may mostly be misplaced, but this time it is the 
death of W. Many years ago, W told R that he had no idea to whom he could 
hand over the negative films of his photographs taken over the years when he 
left this world. He could at least trust R. He had once said that after his death, the 
executor of his will would send out these films, which were to be received by R 
on the other side of the world. When R really did and opened the wrapped box, 
she found no films but 24 letters that had been written on over 100 cards. What 
described in these letters were 24 concepts concerning his memories, hopes, 
confusion and delusions, and the things he could never achieve but only could 
realize in his mind. 
Jamais Vu  is a fictional collection of writings by Fan Xiaochun, whose perspectives 
are divided into a narrator and a hidden listener (but ultimately all contributed to 
the author’s own narrative). The two protagonists try to see the world and present 
the landscape of it—in terms of the self and others under the order— through the 
scenes related to photography, painting, architecture, and literature.

不存在的照片
JAMAIS VU
By Fan Xiaochun
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This book is the latest essay collection of Zhang Jiawei, a popular Chinese 
writer living in France, about the tasty food, tourist destinations, anecdotes of 
utensils and the local customs of the places he has been to. In 2012, Zhang 
Jiawei and his girlfriend started their study in France, and in the following six 
years, they have traveled all over Europe and Asia, including France, Germany, 
Spain, Portugal, Italy, the Netherlands, Japan and many others. He would visit 
the old shops hidden in a corner of a city because of his fervor in a certain kind 
of food. He would also go and explore for himself the secret of a certain legend 
he had read about. He puts down every beautiful thing he has encountered in 
his trips, and presents them in this fascinating and eye-opening book. “Perhaps 
living the life of my own is just like this,” he said in his book, "and freedom is 
not perfect, nor can it fully feed me; however, it makes everything possible."

世界上美味的事太多
SO MANY DELICIOUS THINGS IN THE WORLD 
By Zhang Jiawei

With over 300 short passages & sentences and narrating with vivid picture, this 
book tries to carry out conversations with readers on the feelings and doubts 
of young people in nowadays about their life, pressure from work and the 
identification of themselves. Those seemingly ironic words are in fact delivering 
a positive attitude, which intend to help young people look at their life in a 
different perspective so that they can learn to face difficulty and their life in a 
positive manner.

香蕉哲学
BANANA PHILOSOPHY   
By the Bad Taste of Airplane

Righs Sold: South Korea
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This book is a unique “dictionary” compiled in the personal perspective of the 
author, which collects some 100 most in words in our life. Arranged in nine 
chapters, the author provides his personal explanations and understanding of 
these words, tries to interprets them with short stories and dramatic contexts, 
and above all presents his philosophical thinking on beauty, ugliness, goodness, 
evil, human nature, art, lust, difficulty, happiness, love and so forth in our life. 
Also including the paintings of the author created in recent years, this is a book 
of reflection and resonance of the young generation on our times, following the 
blockbusters Banana Philosophy, and The Taste of Cherry, of the same author. 

犀牛字典
RHINO 
By Yang Changyi

Consisting of three interlinking sections, this book includes more than fifty essays which, 
as a whole, furnish a vivid, appealing picture of the author’s “slow travel” experiences in 
Thailand, Sri Lanka and India, which, rather enviably, get rid of the common restrictions 
for travelers in terms of time and climate as well as the unpleasantly tight itineraries 
imposed by travel agencies when one travels with a tourist group. Continuing writing in 
the impressive full-of-stimulating-nonsense style which is featured in his previous works, 
the author in this book describes the things and the people he came across during the 
journey from a unique angle, which enables the audience to get unconventional insights 
into the different cities in the three countries and also the people living in these places.
In this book, you may see lust and desire in the red light district of Bangkok, innocence 
and kindness on an old-fashioned train in Sri Lanka, as well as love and death in an 
ancient town of India…. Hope these interesting stories can inspire you to set forth on 
your own spiritual journey!

樱桃之书
THE TASTE OF CHERRY   
By Yang Changyi

Righs Sold: South Korea

Righs Sold: South Korea
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A cocktail of the most representative paintings and texts of Yang Changyi, better 
known for its nickname as “the Bad Taste of Airplane”, from 2015 to 2018, this 
book re-collects the pop culture, fashion styles and imaginations of our times, 
exhibiting the “bad tastes” of the author with daring & rich colors and unique 
styles. 
This book is divided into four parts. Bad Taste Gallery (A Collection of Paintings) 
includes the chapters of LOLITA, PUNK, BLUE VELVET and LOBSTER PARTY, 
displaying the process of ripeness from a maid to a woman. Bad Poetry (A Book 
of Text), subdivided into the chapters of Poetry, Movie and Whisper, collects 
the essays of the author regarding the relevant fields in recent years. Paper (A 
Fashion Note) is regarded as a “Bad Tastes Daily” with no fixed date of issue, 
with each featuring a theme that covers art, design, fashion, travel, home, films 
and books—the main theme for this issue is Clothing. Mask (The Mask of a 
Woman with “Bad Tastes”).

龙虾派对
LOBSTER PARTY
By Yang Changyi 

Libido, a psychological term, refers to the feelings of all parts of the body, and 
is associated with thought and instinct. It is believed in the psychoanalysis 
that libido, a type of instinct, stands as power and a driving force for various 
psychological phenomena. This title discusses in depth, with concise words and 
fine illustrations, movies, daily life, arts, human nature, fashion and emotions in 
terms of libido.
Yang Changyi, a writer and traveler, has toured US, Japan, Denmark, Spain, 
Turkey, India, Iceland, and has authored Banana Philosophy, The Taste of Cherry, 
Rhino, the bestsellers that depict his distinctive way of life. In this book, with 
unique attitude and poetic images, the author presents new reflections of young 
people today.

力比多记
LIBIDO
By Yang Changyi
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Every cup of tea is not isolated! The author records in this book his experiences 
and insight over 10 years of learning on tea, and links tea with life to perceive the 
latter with more broadened horizon. The author also presents his reflections and 
understanding of tea, and the connection between tea and growth, hometown, 
nature, history, mentality and many others. 

万木之心
THE HEART OF VEGETATION 
By Zheng Ziyu

Taking eight water systems – the Nanxi River, the upper Ou River, the Fuchun 
River-the Lan River, the Xin’an River, the Qingyi River, the Cao’e River, the Dapu 
River-South Tai Lake and the Jiangnan Canal – as the threads of the book, the 
author uses minute descriptions and exquisite pictures to present her readers with 
the life, scenery and customs in those ancient water villages scattered across the 
expansive areas south of the lower Yangtze River.

梦里水乡：寻访江南最美古村落
DREAMLIKE WATER TOWNS: LOOKING FOR THE MOST 
BEAUTIFUL ANCIENT VILLAGES IN REGIONS SOUTH OF 
THE LOWER YANGTZE RIVER 
By Qing Jian
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This book tells a riveting love story about Xia Zhi (meaning “a cape jasmine 
flower in the summer”), a lovely and intelligent on-line business starter, and two 
men who are enamored with her. Replete with ups and downs, it will make a 
pleasant read you won’t be able to put down.

爱如夏花
LOVE COMES LIKE A SUMMER FLOWER
By Shuimei Yiren

After losing her loved elder sister, as well as a string of frustrations and setbacks 
in life and work, Li Anni, a beautiful and kind-hearted girl, decides to go on a 
holiday in a small town named Strawberry Hill where her maternal aunt’s family 
lives. However, a series of strange things take place after she arrives. Will 
Anni be able to find out the reason behind these unusual incidents? What will 
become of her when secrets hidden for decades rise to the surface? This is a 
gripping story of love, fate and self-discovery you won’t want to miss!

草莓山镇的疗伤假期

A HOLIDAY IN STRAWBERRY HILL
By Xia Li

This is a heart-moving story about a pair of lovers who broke up due to 
misunderstandings but fell in love with each other again after eight years of 
separation. After surmounting numerous difficulties, they eventually obtained 
the happiness they deserved. 

我只在乎你
NOTHING BUT YOU
By Cold Tea
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Written in a refreshingly lucid style, this book narrates a heart-wringing story about a 
couple of young lovers who were forced to elope after their relationship encountered 
strong opposition from the heroine’s parents. Sadly, however, they still failed to get 
married at last despite a great many twists and turns….

橘子树下的爱情
LOVE UNDER THE ORANGE TREE
By Jin Bo

Made up completely by the letters written by Mu Xiaomei, the heroine of the story, to 
her ex-lover Qi’an, who left her for unknown reasons, this novel, exquisitely structured 
and sentimentally composed, reveals the emotional struggle and mental growth 
experienced by a young woman who finally extricated herself from a heart-breaking 
relationship and successfully began a new life after finding her true love. 

写给奇安的信
LETTERS FOR QI’AN
By Yang Qiaomer

People in the Star Continent worship fighting capability, believing that the strength 
can help in the conquest of the world. 
Yue Siqing, a daughter of the chief of the Yue Clan, one of the four major families in 
Kalie State, is banished by her folks because she was born with zero magical power 
and regarded as useless. She is actually the reincarnation of a girl who lived on 
other continent and bore the same name; also reincarnated in the Star Continent are 
her subordinates of the previous life. Yue Siqing manages to acquire a preliminary 
magical power when the seals that trap her soul in the process of her reincarnation 
start to fall off, and is ready to obtain more through practice. At the tender age of 
nine, she goes to the Royal Academy of Kalie State, where she makes many friends, 
including one of the reincarnated subordinates. When the Yue Clan is in trouble, she 
comes to its aid despite the previous misfortune, and learns that it was the scheme 
of her uncle that drove away her mother and herself and ousted her father who 
disappeared afterwards. With hard struggle, she defeats her uncle and his followers, 
and takes back the chief position, restoring the fame of the clan under her leadership. 
But later she learns that each of the four major families possesses the fragment of a 
map, which has something to do with the nine-color magic beads that appear at the 
Royal Academy. Feeling that her trapped soul is connected with those magic beads, 
she decides to get all the map fragments and further collects the beads on the Star 
Continent. Then more secrets and an exciting adventure continue to unfold…
This is a fantasy novel that narrates the story of a girl who becomes a valiant goddess 
of war from a useless nobody. 

风华女战神 （I & I I）
VALIANT GODDESS OF WAR (2 VOLUMES)
By Fawn of the Snow Mountain
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Fei Ran, whose origin remains unknown, is brought up in a nunnery by Xichen, 
a senior nun who is the only daughter of the general of Zhenbei and has been 
sent to the nunnery after the removal of her official position by the emperor. After 
Xichen is murdered, Fei Ran is brought to the capital of the empire by the Song 
Qingmu, the son of the duke, and becomes a constable (for catching criminals) in 
the judicial department. She loves her profession and works in a devoted manner. 
Song Qingmu, an official in the same judicial department, is talented in analyzing 
human nature, and finds himself gradually falling for Fei Ran after working with her 
in a series of bizarre cases. While Fei Ran works with conscientiousness to uphold 
justice, Song Qingmu tries on the quiet to find out her origin. When the two go hand 
in hand in fulfilling their duties, they are approaching the secret...
This is a novel of criminal investigation set in ancient China, and also a love story 
that displays the beauty of human nature.

京城刑狱司（I & I I）
JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CAPITAL (2 VOLUMES)
by Ji Ling

Yun Ziluo, a seemingly weak yet thoroughly accomplished girl, is an unconspicuous 
child in her family who has long been ignored by her father, a general of the Qixia 
state, due to the humble origin of her mother who serves as a concubine to her 
father. On her wedding day, this unlucky girl is put to crying shame by her fiancé, 
the Fourth Prince of Qixia, who mercilessly throws her out of his house and marries 
someone else. Feeling unbearably betrayed and humiliated, Ziluo sadly ends her 
life by smashing her head violently against the wall. Fate, however, is kind to her 
this time. Her body is taken over by the soul of a female killer also named Ziluo who 
comes from modern times to this ancient state through a bizarre space-time travel 
and, much to the astonishment of everyone, she becomes alive again. Resurrected 
with a different soul in her body, Ziluo makes up her mind to lead a brand new life 
without being affected by the past. Drawing on her outstanding intelligence and 
martial skills, she not only successfully takes her revenge on her ex-fiancé, but also 
wins the affection of the Eighth Prince of Qixia, a gentle, refined and romantic man, 
as well as the love of the Prince Regent, a hard, decisive and intelligent political 
leader in the state. Under the calmness and peace of the imperial court, a ruthless 
fight for the throne is unfolding. Being caught in a deadly whirlpool of conspiracies, 
what will Ziluo and the people around her do in this power struggle? Who will be 
her final choice, the Eighth Prince or the Prince Regent?

天才庶女
A WONDERFUL RESURRECTION
By A Tiny Deer on the Snowy Mountain

Rights sold: Vietnam
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是你赐我的星光
YOU ARE MY ONLY SHINING STAR 
By Yin Xun

She is only eight years old when she is taken to a grand manor called 
Snowflake Grange, which changes the course of her entire life. She is turned 
into a noble princess of a very rich and influential family from a poor, helpless 
orphan overnight, being able to possess beautifully decorated rooms and many 
dutiful servants. Nonetheless, it is not until ten years later when a come-of-age 
ceremony is specially held for her that she is able to meet her foster father, the 
owner of Snowflake Grange. This mysterious man is said to be the most savage 
and ruthless person in the world who holds formidable power in his bloodstained 
hands; however, he is also fervently adored by trillions of women for being 
masculinely attractive, tender and passionate. His coming, out of the expectation 
of the heroine of the story, just marks the beginning of her terrible nightmare. On 
her wedding night, the man she is going to marry dies oddly in front of a large 
group of guests and no one can tell the reason. Later, the heroine of the story 
finds that all her sufferings are attributable to a past event which is carefully 
concealed from her…. Who can reveal the deeply hidden secret for her? Who is 
the one that will protect her and love her forever? 

Mingyue, the daughter of a humble concubine in the Nangong family, is a plain-
looking girl who is dismissed by others as an imbecile for being dull, silly and 
incapable of everything. Despite this, she still receives special favor from her 
father Nangong Zhe, the master of the most influential family in the Beigong 
Empire. Mingyue has been affianced to Yuxuan, the Crown Prince of Beigong, 
since childhood, but her notorious reputation arouses nothing but his strong 
dislike for her. More pitifully, this poor girl, hoaxed into coming to the dangerous 
royal stables by her malevolent sisters who feel bitterly envious of her, gets 
tragically trampled to death by runaway horses. However, when regaining 
consciousness from a long, deep coma, she is no longer the pathetic idiot who 
has to endure others’ taunts and humiliations meekly. With her body occupied 
and controlled by the soul of a brilliant female surgeon from modern times who 
has a first name similar to hers, Mingyue decides to make full use of her second 
life to make a difference to her fate. Relying on her courage and resourcefulness, 
she not only manages to smash all the treacherous schemes against her, but 
also gains the affections of a few outstanding men, namely, her fiancé Yuxuan, 
the distinguished Crown Prince of Beigong, Prince Li, the present Beigong 
emperor’s youngest brother who is worshiped as the guardian of the dynasty 
for his matchless military genius, Dulan khan, the supreme ruler of Tujue who is 
known for his sanguinariness and belligerence, her foster brother Nangong Bai, 
the master of Rosefinch Palace which is a mysterious but very powerful force in 
martial arts circles, and so on. What will happen to Mingyue and these men? Will 
she find her Mr. Right in the end? 

帝凰：名门庶女
GIVE ME ONE MORE CHANCE
By Weiran Yufeng

Rights sold: Vietnam
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The book series carefully selects the poems intended for children in China. Well-illustrated, the poems, 
fascinating and enlightening, look at the life in the perspective of children, which are best suited for the 
appreciation of children, and provide aesthetical edification for them.

中国最美的童诗系列 （15 册）
CHINA’S MOST BEAUTIFUL POEMS FOR CHILDREN (15 VOLUMES)

蜗牛的风景

The Scenery of 
the Snail
By Lin Liang, Xue Ye & 
Zhu Zhutong

花朵开放的声音

The Sound of 
Blooming Flowers
By  J in  Bo ,  Xue  Ye  & 
Candy Floss

夏天的水果梦

Fruit Dreams in 
Summer
By Tan Xuwen & Huaer 
Qingtian

星期天山就长高了

Hills Grow on 
Sunday
By Fu Tianlin & Zhang 
Ying

春天很大又很小 

Big & Small Spring
By Wang Yizhen, Xue Ye & 
Li Yanyan

小河骑过小平原

The River Rides 
Across the Plain
By Sheng Ye & Xue Ye

妹妹的围巾

The Scarf of the 
Sister
By Lin Huanzhang & 
Xue Ye

狮子不肯吃药

The Lion Does not 
Take the Medicine
By Zhang Qiusheng & Jia 
Yuereng

我牙牙牙疼

My Teeth Ache
By Ren Rongrong

蒲公英不说一语

Dandelion 
Doesn’t Speak A 
Word
By Wei Ya

没有胡子的猫

The Kitten Without 
Whiskers
By Zhang Qiusheng, Xue 
Ye & Fang Junyu

白鹤小姐和花袜子

Miss White Crane 
& the Colorful 
Socks
By Xue Ye
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把春天交给我 猫妈妈的舌头 没有不好玩的时候
Give Me the 
Spring
By Fu Tianlin

The Mother 
Cat’s Tongue
By Gao Hongbo

There Is Always a 
Time Full of Fun
By Ren Rongrong

All the paintings included in this series are gold award-winning works from various children’s painting 
competitions across the world, each of them accompanied by a children’s poem which is intended to add more 
artistic flavor to and enrich the connotation of the painting. Besides, each painting is provided with comments 
from experts so as to help readers have a better understanding of how these works were created and why they 
are artistically valuable. 

世界金奖童画·诗
GOLD AWARD-WINNING WORKS FROM CHILDREN’S PAINTING COMPETITIONS 
AROUND THE WORLD•POETRY 
By Wang Yizhen/ Pu Huaqing

梦想篇

Dreams
童年篇

Childhood
乡村篇

The Countryside
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This series of children’s poems brings children inspiration of wisdom and spiritual pleasure. By reading the 
poems, children shall have a better understanding of nature, the society and themselves.
  

亲亲童诗 （10 册）
LOVELY POEMS FOR CHILDREN (10 VOLUMES)

昨晚的梦
The Dream of  Last 
Night
By Tang Chizi & Zang Mu

悄悄话
Secret Words
By Sun Yu & Chen Ying

迷人的星星
Charming Stars
By Lu Shouhua & Cheng Dong

捉泥鳅
Catching Loaches
By Sheng Ye & Qiaoke Lili

蝈蝈儿
The Katydids
By Tian Di & She Yanmin

会飞的花朵
Flying Flowers
By Jin Bo & Qiaoke Lili

没有水的海
A Sea Without Water
By Du Feng & Maimai Bing

彩色小吉普
The Little Colorful Jeep
By Xue Ye & Lan Wenxuan

笨蘑菇

The Silly Mushroom
By Ren Xiaoxia & Zuo Zuo

雨娃娃

The Rain Babies
By Wang Henliang & Sun 
Hongzhen

Rights sold: Vietnam
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Entertaining and informative, this book series carefully selects the most beautiful and new nursery rhymes that are 
popular with children. Every rhyme has its own illustration, which helps children understand the meaning and fire 
their imagination.

果园雨
Rain in the Orchard

小贝壳
Little Shell

小蚱蜢
Little Grasshopper

布娃娃
The Rag Doll

搭积木

Piling Up the 
Building Block

中国最美的新童谣
CHINA’S MOST BEAUTIFUL & NEW NURSERY RHYME 
By Wang Yizhen/ Pu Huaqing

小院士趣味科普百科·天空篇

“Little Academicians”
 Popular Science
 Encyclopedia: The Sky:  

小院士趣味科普百科·海洋篇

“Little
 Academicians”
 Popular Science 
Encyclopedia: The
Ocean: 

Pithily written and finely illustrated, this series serves as an accessible guide for young readers to the basic 
knowledge of the sky, the ocean, land, etc. Perfectly combining educational functionality with text readability, it 
not only facilitates the improvement of teenagers’ scientific literacy, but also inspires them to undertake further 
exploration into great nature.

“小院士趣味科普百科”
“LITTLE ACADEMICIANS” POPULAR SCIENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA
By Huaili Culture

Rights sold: Vietnam
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Rights Sold: Hong Kong SAR 
(Complex Chinese Version)

小院士趣味科普百科 ·陆地篇

“Little Academicians”
 Popular Science 
Encyclopedia: Land

小院士趣味科普百科 ·人体篇

“Little Academicians” 
Popular Science 
Encyclopedia: The Human 
Body:  

小院士趣味科普百科·植物篇

“Little
 Academicians”
 Popular Science
Encyclopedia: Plants

Many children do not like talking about science, because they find it mysterious and serious. In fact, science 
is not that horrible. Only if children know how to discover and approach it, science will be a friend for them. 
This book shows that science is everywhere around us, just like air. With the lovely pictures in these books, 
children can acquire fascinating scientific knowledge much faster and more easily.

奇趣科学馆 （5 册）
FASCINATING SCIENCE MUSEUMS (5 VOLUMES)
By Zhishang Mofang

机器人超级酷

Super Cool Robots

科学无处不在

Science Is Everywhere
恐龙大世界

Dinosaur World
宇宙大爆炸

The Big Bang

动物睡觉怎么样 

How Animals Sleep
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洞

纯白心事

黄想想的别样生活

THE CAVE
By Nick Lau

THE INNOCENT AGE
By Zhao Lingt

THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF HUANG XIANGXIANG
By Wang Yuehant

Both left orphaned by the Japanese air-raids, Haoyu and Yun are adopted and 
try hard to survive the horror of the war. One day, when they take shelter in a 
secluded cave in a forest during another wave of bombing, the two boys are 
trapped inside and forced to find a way out. However, they discover that this 
cave is an access to the Otherworld, a bizarre world that has been affected by 
the war in the true world. Guided by a strange old man in the cave, they set out 
on an adventurous journey to find the four virtues of the Tree of Life growing in 
the Otherworld so as to get back to the true world of their own. The two boys, 
assisted by the friends they make on the way, brave their fate…
Set against the backdrop of the bombing of Chongqing during WWII, this 
colorfully illustrated title provides a depiction of the war from another angle by 
conceiving the experience of the kids in the Otherworld and combining the local 
features of Chongqing, and tries to convey to readers that resilience, brevity 
and perseverance can help people go through all the darkness and suffering. It 
does not try to extend hatred, but by remembering the pains in the past, remind 
people of the preciousness of peace we are enjoying today.

A quiet, sensitive teenage girl, Chun has a lot of little secrets: she yearns for a 
pure white skirt; her close friend Wei, an unfortunate girl from a broken family, is 
trying strenuously to find her mother; her friend Lin Xiaoquan, a highly intelligent 
boy, has an extraordinary past which is barely known.... Beautifully written and 
skillfully structured, this coming-of-age story strikes all the right notes on life of 
teenagers.

For nine-year-old boy Huang Xiangxiang, life has been dramatically changed 
since the birth of his younger brother Huang Momo. Now he is facing the biggest 
ever challenge in life: how to get along with this noisemaking little creature. Will 
Xiangxiang be able to adapt to his new role and become a good brother? Fun 
and provocative, this is a story that will appeal to both young and adult readers.
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大荷花小荷花

许愿树巷的叶子（彩图版）

BIG LOTUS FLOWER, SMALL LOTUS FLOWER
By Meng Xianming

A LEAF FROM THE LANE CALLED WISHING 
TREE (FULL-COLOR ILLUSTRATED EDITION)
By Zhang Guolong

Set against the backdrop of Anti-Japanese War, this full-length 
novel tells the heart-wringing story about how 11-year-old boy 
Xiaohehua (Small Lotus Flower) and his 14-year-old sister 
Dahehua (Big Lotus Flower) fight smartly and courageously 
against the Japanese invaders to revenge their parents who 
are tragically killed in a Japanese aerial bombing. Written in 
beautiful prose and accompanied by highly artistic illustrations, 
this book is a perfect combination of words and images, which 
makes it an enjoyment for readers of all ages. 

16-year-old girl Yuan Jia lives with her mother in a small lane 
called Wishing Tree in the north of the city. Despite being the 
only family member for each other, the daughter and the mother 
somehow do not get along very well together. Everything 
changes one late night when Yuan Jia’s mother suffers a sudden 
attack on her way home which inflicts life-threatening injuries 
on her. Along with the horrible incident appears a mysterious 
man who claims that he is Yuan Jia’s father. With long-buried 
secrets finally brought to light, what will Yuan Jia do when she 
realizes that she is an adopted child whose original name is Yezi 
(meaning “leaf”) and there is an intricately tangled relationship 
between her adoptive mother and the mysterious man who 
proves to be her biological father? A heart-warming story full of 
twists and turns, this is a book that will suck you in until the very 
last page!
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Well-illustrated short stories that are inspiring, entertaining and educative for children.

“可以读一生的故事”系列
SHORT ILLUSTRATED STORIES FOR KIDS SERIES

猴子的玉米汁

Monkey's Corn Juice  
By Liu Zhutongt

A monkey wants to drink corn juice. But it has no corn. So it asks a leopard, a dog, a fox 
and a rooster to lend it some corn. After its desire is satisfied, the monkey, unwilling to 
return the corn, plays a string of tricks which lead to a train of tragedies: the rooster is 
eaten by the fox, the fox by the dog, and the dog by the leopard. The monkey also comes 
to a bad end: it is eaten by the leopard. Well-structured and nicely-paced, this story 
teaches children a profound lesson on the importance of honesty.

石兽

Stone Beast 
By Liu Zhutong

Once upon a time, there is a stone beast which can tell whether people are telling lies or 
not: men putting their hands into the stone beast’s mouth, the beast would bite their hands 
if they are telling lies but would do no harm to their hands if they are telling the truth. A 
greedy man who has betrayed his friend attempts to play tricks on the stone beast to avert 
punishment. However, he is seen through and gets severely punished. Well-plotted and 
beautifully illustrated, this story teaches children the importance of honesty and loyalty.

一万只鳄鱼

Ten Thousand Crocodiles
By Liu Zhutong

A monkey unfortunately falls into Crocodile King’s territory and finds itself besieged by 
thousands of fierce crocodiles. Clever and courageous, the monkey, by playing a number 
of smart tricks, makes these giant creatures form a floating bridge in the water and 
successfully gets back on land. Full of twists and turns, this engrossing story makes an 
educative and enjoyable read for children. 

县太爷断案

County Mayor's Judgment
By Liu Zhutong

A thief breaks his leg while stealing from a household, but he files a complaint with the 
county mayor that it is the fragile window frame made by the householder that leads to 
his misfortune. The fatuous, greedy county mayor makes an unjust judgment, resulting in 
the appearance of a number of people including a carpenter, a woman wearing patterned 
clothes, and a dyer. The story ends with the county mayor being punished and justice 
being done. Intensely-structured and heart-stirring, it holds irresistible appeal to children 
and adults alike.
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世界最美的故事 （5 册）
THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL STORIES FOR CHILDREN (5 VOLUMES)
By Liu Yutong

穿靴子的公鸡 背阳光石匠 没有脚才能走到的地方幸运的农夫

Narrating with exquisite paintings, this book series presents a collection of the classic folk tales from Germany, 
West Africa, India, Chile and Finland. Filled with humor and philosophical thoughts, these stories provide funny and 
thought-provoking reading for children. 

The Cock that 
Wears the Boots 

Carry the Sunshine 
on the Back 

The Mason A Place to Arrive at 
Without Feet

The Lucky Farmer

Composed of four masterpieces by Hans Christian Andersen Award-winning 
author Cao Wenxuan, this collection makes an ideal addition to the shelves 
of all children’s literature lovers.
Accompanied by highly artistic hand-drawn illustrations, the four works in 
the collection The Mother Tree, Piao’er, The Sea Bull, and Oh, Pika!, all 
carefully re-written and re-edited, are a perfect combination of beautiful 
words and images.

曹文轩美绘心灵故事书
I L LU S T R AT E D  S TO R I E S  BY  CAO  W E N X UA N 
(COLLECTORS EDITION)
By Cao Wenxuan

Rights Sold: Nepal

五个农夫

Five Farmers 
By Tong Xiaoxi 

Five farmers take shelter under a big tree when a thunderstorm sets in. Being worried that 
the lightning may strike them, they decide that each one of them should run in turn towards 
a small tree nearby and then back, for they believe the one that is stricken by the lightning 
during the running is the one that is chosen by the god and the rest of them can be safe. 
However, only the timid one who is ridiculed by the other four survives.
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This series includes the legendary stories of the tribe of black bears in the Greater Khingan Mountains, telling 
us the situation of animals, local natural conditions and the customs of local minorities.

大兴安岭黑熊部落系列（4 册）
THE TRIBE OF BLACK BEARS IN THE GREATER 
KHINGAN MOUNTAINS (4 VOLUMES)
By Li Liuyang

黑熊报恩

Black Bears Return a Favor

This story tells us how the black bear Kuaili make friends with the little hunter Jiluo. 
Because of their friendship, the black bears become the guests of the hunters’ village. 
From then on, they always help each other. 

黑熊报复

Black Bear's Revenge

Along with the exploitation of the forest, some people begin to poach, which brings harm to 
the family of black bears and misunderstandings between the bears and people. Therefore, 
black bears begin to revenge in order to protect themselves.

熊王风范

The King of Black Bears

There is a united black bear tribe living by the river of Bila in the Greater Khingan 
Mountains. When the old king is going to retire and the young prince Kuaili is going to 
succeed, Kuaili saves a mother deer and her babies from a wolf. However, no one expects 
that Kuaili’s deed brings about wolves’ revenge, so Kuaili and his family have a fight with 
them. At last, the black bears win and Kuaili becomes the new King.

拯救黑熊 

Save Black Bears

The poachers asks a little boy Jinxiong to feed the baby bears. After seeing the barbarity, 
Jinxiong, who has a strong sympathy for the bears, helps the bears successfully escape 
and ends the crimes against the wild animals in the forest. The World Wildlife Protection 
Organization sets up a demonstration park there, so the black bears and people live 
happily and harmoniously together.
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Specially designed for young kids, this book contains 20 new dinosaur patterns which 
are arranged according to the levels of skills required to accomplish them. Children 
may also obtain basic knowledge about various dinosaurs from the book while enjoying 
the process of producing lovely paper-cuts on their own.

一剪刀剪纸手工 DIY：恐龙时代 2 
PAPER-CUTS DIY: THE DINOSAUR TIMES II
By Liu Lihong

Specially designed for young kids, this book contains 20 animal patterns which are 
arranged according to the levels of skills required to accomplish them. Children may 
also obtain basic knowledge about different animals from the book while enjoying the 
process of creating cute paper-cuts on their own.

Specially designed for young kids, this book contains 20 transport vehicle patterns 
which are arranged according to the levels of skills required to accomplish them. 
Children may also obtain basic knowledge about varied transport vehicles from the 
book while enjoying the process of making interesting paper-cuts on their own.

一剪刀剪纸手工 DIY：动物世界
PAPER-CUTS DIY: THE ANIMAL WORLD
By Liu Lihong

一剪刀剪纸手工 DIY：交通工具
PAPER-CUTS DIY: TRANSPORT VEHICLES
By Liu Lihong

This is a book about how to make paper-cutting works, which selects scores of 
paper-cuts of dinosaurs. The patterns, which are varied and absorbing, are arranged 
according to levels of difficulty, so children will have a fun experience by making paper-
cut dinosaurs on their own. 

一剪刀剪纸手工 DIY：恐龙时代 
PAPER-CUTS DIY: THE DINOSAUR TIMES
By Liu Lihong

This is a book about how to make paper-cutting works, which selects scores of paper-
cuts of flowers, birds, fishes and insects. The patterns, which are varied and absorbing, 
are arranged according to levels of difficulty, so children will have a fun experience of 
producing paper-cuts on their own. 

一剪刀剪纸手工 DIY：花鸟鱼虫
PAPER-CUTS DIY: FLOWERS, BIRDS, FISHES AND INSECTS
By Liu Lihong
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Ink and color painting is a suitable form of learning the painting for the children. During the study, 
the children can learn the skills of painting as well as the ability of observation expressive creative 
thinking and estheticism which makes the children develop in a good way.

儿童彩墨画
INK AND COLOR PAINTING FOR CHILDREN 
By Zongyi & Ouzou

五彩世界 1、2

Colorful World 1，2

动物天堂 1、2

Animal Paradise 1, 2

植物家园 1、2

Plant Home 1，2
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Selecting the common objects from the daily life, and the cartoon figures that are popular among 
children, this book series teaches them how to paint in an easy manner, which is entertaining and 
inspiring.

这样画更简单
EASIER TO PAINT LIKE THIS  
By Chen Yingzhu

彩色笔画 1

Pastel Painting 1

彩色铅笔画 2

Color Pencil Painting 2

彩色笔画 2

Pastel Painting 2

油画棒 1

Artistic Oil Painting Stick 1

彩色铅笔画 1

Color Pencil 
Painting 

油画棒 2

Artistic Oil Painting Stick 2
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By introducing the traditional & classical poems, folklores and the nursery rhyme of the countryside with 
paintings, this book series helps children approach the history and excellent traditional cultures in China in 
an easy manner, and improve their level of artistic appreciation.

中华优秀传统文化儿童艺术教育丛书
CHILDREN’S ART BOOKS WITH EXCELLENT TRADITIONAL CHINESE CULTURES 
By Li Yongyong

画意传情——经典古诗儿童绘画创意
表现与作品赏析

Artistic Inspiration Conveys Feelings

画意生趣——乡村童谣儿童绘画创意
表现与作品赏析

Artistic Inspiration Brings Fun

画意启智——民间传说儿童绘画创意
表现与作品赏析

Artistic Inspiration Inspires Intelligence
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This book series introduces the ABCs of colors, techniques and steps of paintings for children. Guided with stories, 
children can learn the painting while enjoying the interesting stories. With carefully selected cartoon images, and 
detailed steps of painting, this book aims to promote the interest of children in painting and help them acquire the 
painting skills in the shortest time. The interactive part in the last of each book is for the children’s creativity. 

我是绘画小超人（6 册）
I AM A SUPER PAINTER (6 VOLUMES)  
By Zhen Yingbo

彩色笔还能这样画 1

油画棒还能这样画 2

彩色笔还能这样画 2

彩色铅笔还能这样画 1

油画棒还能这样画 1

彩色铅笔还能这样画 2

You Can Paint like This with 
Color Pens 1

You Can Paint like This with 
Oil Pastels 2

You Can Paint like This with 
Color Pens 2

You Can Paint like This with 
Color Pencil 1

You Can Paint like This with 
Oil Pastels 1

You Can Paint like This with 
Color Pencil 2
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This book is an image collection of an online cartoon celebrity–a lovely 
gluttonous dragon that always engages itself in all types of food, created 
in the style of traditional Chinese painting by Besom, the author of many 
bestselling comic books, such as Great Britain, Little Us, This is London, 
Our Summer: Alaska (A Comic Travel Diary), just to name a few.
This attractive cartoon image, nick-named as the Owner of Hungry Dragon 
Valley, is greatly adored by Chinese netizens, and has been exploited at 
various occasions.

饿龙谷
THE HUNGRY DRAGON VALLEY

破山禅师法书
CALLIGRAPHY OF POSHANMING, A CHAN MASTER  
Compiled by Xiong Shaohua

Poshanming was a renowned monk in the late Ming and early Qing 
dynasties, who was well versed in Buddhist doctrine, poetry, painting and 
above all the calligraphy. He spent most part of his life traveling around, 
and only settled down in Shaojue Temple, Chengdu, in his later years. 
By carefully collecting the calligraphic works of Poshanming, this book 
tries to recapture the unique style of this calligraphy master, which is 
valuable for collection and appreciation. 
.

江友樵画集
PAINTING & CALLIGRAPHY ALBUM OF JIANG YOUQIAO
By Jiang Youqiao, Jiang Tao & Han Xiangsheng
 
Jiang Youqiao, a master of Chinese painting and calligraphy, was once the 
research fellow of the Chinese Painting Institute of China Central Academy 
of Fine Arts, the member of the Calligraphy Association of China, Calligraphy 
Association of Sichuan Province, and the counselor of Chongqing Calligraphy 
Association. Gifted with Chinese paintings, Jiang Youqiao is well known for 
his landscape painting; he also made accomplishments in calligraphy, and his 
works had won wide popularity in the calligraphy circle in China.
Well exhibiting the excellence and mastery of Jiang Youqiao's painting and 
calligraphy, this book collects over 100 works of his, which are valuable both 
in artistic appreciation and collections.
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清代百名进士墨迹小品选粹
A SELECTION OF THE CALLIGRAPHIC WORKS OF 
THE JINSHI IN THE QING DYNASTY  
Compiled by Wang Jun

This book carefully collects the calligraphic works of many Jinshi 
(successful candidates of the highest imperial examinations) of the Qing 
dynasty, which are selected from the creations on fans, letters, prefaces 
& postscripts and poetry. 
The imperial examinations, which vanished with the demise of the 
feudal society in China, used to be an important element of the feudal 
political system, and serve as mechanism for choosing the right talents 
for the feudal dynasties. By re-presenting the calligraphic works of those 
Jinshi of the Qing dynasty, successful elites at the time, this book tries 
to recapture the literary landscapes of the Qing dynasty, and is of high 
value in literature, history and calligraphic art.

初唐楷则丛刊二十品 （6 册）
RUBBINGS OF STELE INSCRIPTIONS IN THE EARLY TANG DYNASTY (6 VOLUMES)
By Ma Hui & Meng Zhong

This book carefully selects the rubbings of the most famous and influential inscriptions of the Tang dynasty, and 
represents them with fine printing, which is of high value in both artistic appreciation and collection for inscription 
enthusiasts. 

The Stele Inscription of 
Duke Jingwu of Wei

等慈寺碑卫景武公碑

The Inscription of Dengci 
Temple

房梁公碑

The Stele Inscription of Fang 
Xuanling, Duke of Liang

The Stele Inscription of 
Zhang Cong

契苾明碑张琮碑

The Stele Inscription of 
Qibi Ming

李孝同碑

The Stele Inscription of Li 
Xiaotong
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中国历代篆刻精华（3 册）
A SELECTION OF THE BEST SEAL CUTTINGS IN CHINESE HISTORY (3 VOLUMES)

中国历代篆刻精华　流派印

Schools of Seal Cuttings
By Li Yanghong

Arranged in chronological order, this book presents readers with nearly one 
thousand seal cutting works created during the Ming and the Qing dynasties. 
These seal cuttings include the most representative works of different schools, 
which makes this book serve as a good reference and collection for enthusiasts of 
seal cutting. 

中国历代篆刻精华　历代印

Seal Cuttings Through Different Ages
By Ma Wei

With hundreds of representative works, this book sorts out the seal cuttings in 
Chinese history systematically, covering the transformation and changes of seal 
cuttings since the Qin and the Han dynasties. It serves as a good reference and 
collection for enthusiasts of seal cutting.

中国历代篆刻精华　肖形印

Pictorial Seal Cuttings
By Li Yanghong

This book collects more than 800 examples of pictorial seal cuttings dating from 
the Neolithic Age, Warring Period and the Han dynasty to the Ming and the Qing 
dynasties in history. It serves as a good reference and collection for enthusiasts of 
seal cutting.
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“码”上家常菜 

家常小炒 60000 例 大众菜 6000 例 简易菜分步详解 6000 例 百姓汤 6000 例

“码”上川菜 “码”上主食 “码”上百姓菜
QR–Coded Home 
Cooking
By Chen Zhitian 

Companion for Chinese 
Stir-Fried Dishes
By Chen Zhitian

Companion for Popular 
Chinese Dishes
By Chen Zhitian 

Companion for Quick and 
Easy Recipes
By Chen Zhitian
 

Companion for Daily
Soup
By Chen Zhitian 
 

QR–Coded 
Sichuan Cuisines
By Gan Zhirong

QR–Coded Staple 
Foods
By Gan Zhirong 

QR–Coded Daily 
Dishes
By Chen Zhitian 

“码”上菜谱系列 （5 册）

“超实惠烹饪 6000 例”及“厨之道 1001 例”系列丛书

QR–CODED COOKBOOKS (5 VOLUMES)    

COMPANIONS FOR HOME COOKERY

This cookbook series carefully selects the most common, economical and nutritional ingredients in daily life 
and provides the cooking techniques that are easy to learn. With numerous examples, and well illustrated, 
this series is a great recommendation for your home cooking. 
What makes this series special is that each example is accompanied with a Quick Response Code, linking 
to a video that demonstrates the cooking, which is unique and makes the cooking more accessible. 

This book series intends to provide the most comprehensive recipes for your daily cooking, and serves the 
need to enhance your appetite and improve your health. Well illustrated and with the steps easy to follow, 
this book series also features the QR Code linking to the video demonstrations. 
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诱惑湘菜 6000 例

营养蔬果汁 1001 例

过瘾川菜 6000 例

日常饮食宜忌速查 1001 例

大众宴客菜 1001 例 

大厨不外传的 1001 例烹饪秘籍

Companion for Charming 
Hunan Dishes
By Chen Zhitian

Companion for Vegetable 
& Fruit Juice
By Gan Zhirong
 

Companion for Delicious 
Sichuan Dishes
By Chen Zhitian 

Companion for Dos & 
Don’ts in Daily Diet
Bu Gan Zhirong
 

Companion for Common 
Banquet Dishes
By Gan Zhirong
 

Companion for Chef's 
Recipes
By Gan Zhirong
 

“Jianghu” means “all corners of the country” in Chinese, and Jianghu 
cuisines refer to all types of dishes, which are cooked with no specific 
utensils and provide with a variety of tastes. Chongqing Jianghu cuisines, 
first rising in 1980s, features spiciness and innovative means of cooking, 
luring people’s taste buds from the very beginning. 
This book collects and introduces some 200 types of most authentic 
Chongqing Jianghu cuisines developed over the past three decades, 
which fully exhibit the charm of the local tastes and provides quality 
recipes for the real food lovers. 

重庆江湖菜
CHONGQING JIANGHU CUISINES
By Lu Lang, Chen Xiaolin & Zhu Guorong 
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Co-authored by renowned chef of Guizhou cuisines, this book collects 
and introduces some 200 types of representative and authentic local 
cuisines of Guizhou, and provides careful instructions on home-cooking 
of Guizhou Jianghu cuisines. 

贵州江湖菜
GUIZHOU JIANGHU CUISINES
By Wu Maozhao & Yang Bo

绝色新派川菜
STUNNING NEO-SICHUAN CUISINE
By Zheng Weiqian

As one of the 8 major Chinese cuisine styles, Sichuan cuisine is best 
known for its bold flavors, particularly the spiciness. However, Sichuan 
cuisine is not all about pungency, and it also outstands with rich forms. 
Over the years, a type of neo-Sichuan cuisine has been gaining the favor 
of people with its exquisiteness and more balanced nutrition, which brings 
a brand new experience in both vision and taste. 
This book tries to introduce the neo-Sichuan cuisine and its recipes, 
covering the culinary process of fruits, vegetables, meat, beef, poultry, 
river & sea foods and snacks. Those colorful illustrations and detailed 
instructions will lead to an enjoyable cooking experience for all food lovers.

百变豆浆 188 例
MAKING OF SOYBEAN MILK: 188 EXAMPLES
Compiled by Wuji Culture

As a healthy alternative for dairy products, soybean milk serves as a 
nutritious, tasty and refreshing drink in daily life. This book provides 
systematic introduction to the basics of nutrition of soybean milk, the 
selection of beans, the application of it to health preservation and the 
making of varied styles of soybean milk. Carefully compiled and well 
illustrated, this book introduces materials that are common in daily life, 
and instructed in a way that is easy to follow, which is beneficial for both 
home & commercial use. 
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百变花样米饭
VARIED MAKING OF RICE
By Zheng Weiqian 

As one of the main staples, rice may feature different tastes when processed 
and cooked in different ways. This book presents readers with the making of 
varied types of delicious foods made of rice, which perfectly combines nutrition 
and styles of cooking. Guided with illustrations and detailed instructions, each 
making of the food comprises selection of materials, specific cooking method, 
and comments on its nutrition value. It is a manual that is easy to follow in 
making stylish foods from rice on your own. 

By selecting 34 representative dishes from the classical Chinese cuisine 
books and literary works, this book tries to bring to life the delicacies of 
the remote past in a way that is accessible to people today. Arranged in 
four major categories, these dishes are introduced in terms of their origins, 
materials and cooking methods, with QR-codes that link to the videoed 
demonstrations for cooking. It is a book that presents both enjoyment of 
food from old times and a glimpse of the classical lifestyle.

古味今做
OLD DISHES SELECTED FOR TODAY
By Xie Yinghao

养生就是养脏腑—《黄帝内经》的健康智慧
HEALTH PRESERVATION THROUGH THE CARE OF VISCERA: 
WISDOM FROM HUANGDI NEIJING
By Wu Qian

The book discusses the theoretical knowledge about disease prevention, 
treatment and health care in Huangdi Neijing (the Inner Canon of the Yellow 
Emperor), and elaborates systematically on the physiological and pathological 
characteristics of the internal organs of the human body, as well as the laws 
governing the intergrowth and interdependence of the internal organs. It 
enumerates the occurrence of the illnesses in a language that is easy to 
understand, and provides guidance on how to preserve health by adapting 
the human body to nature and following the law of the viscera, reaping the 
benefits from the classical wisdom. 
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VARIED MAKING OF RICE
By Zheng Weiqian 

This book provides practical guide on the application of over 100 kinds 
of traditional Chinese medicine, including ginseng, notoginseng, antler, 
bird's-nest and many others, and elaborates in terms of their names, 
sources, identification, specifications, uses and usage recommendation, 
and preservation. It also provides introduction to more than 3,000 folk 
prescriptions and therapeutic regimens and traditional processing 
techniques for some type of medicine.

100 味贵细中药材选用
SELECTION AND APPLICATION OF 100 KINDS 
OF FINE TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
By Zeng xiance & Zeng Qing

老中医的老验方
THE PROVED RECIPES OF A VETERAN DOCTOR OF 
TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE
By Zhang Zhonghe 

Based on the clinical record of a veteran doctor of TCM, this book collects the 
proved recipes during his 40 years of practice, which cover the treatment of 
common illnesses for all ages and have been verified to be safe and effective 
by numeral patients. 
This book elaborates on many typical cases and their corresponding 
proved recipes, followed by the analysis of efficacy, application and points 
for attention, all of which are practical and accessible for ordinary readers. 
By sharing the expertise of a veteran doctor, this book serves as a quick 
reference for treatment of common illnesses at home.
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会说话的经络穴位标准图典 会说话的特效穴位标准图典 会说话的儿童经络穴位标准图典
QR–Coded General Guide to Jing 
Luo & Acupoints
 

QR–Coded Guide to Special 
Acupoints

QR–Coded Guide to Acupoints 
for Children

会说话的经络穴位图典

“三高”饮食禁忌速查

QR–CODED GUIDE TO JING LUO (CHANNELS) & ACUPOINTS  
By Li Zhigang  

ILLNESS CONTROL WITH DIET: DOS AND DON’TS

Based on the theories of Jing Luo (channels) and acupoints, and compiled by top-notch expert in this field, 
this book series introduces hundreds of acupoints, and provides guide on the location of these acupoints and 
the methods to treat illnesses and preserve health with Jing Luo and the acupoints, which are easy to apply 
and effective in daily life. Well illustrated and with careful instructions, this series also provides QR Codes that 
link to the videos of real-person demonstrations.

This book series tries to increase the awareness of people on some common illnesses, such as hypertension, 
hyperlipidemia and diabetes, and provides professional guidance on the right diet for these problems in terms 
of the benefits and effects of the foods that can prevent and treat these illnesses, the selection and the recipes 
of these foods, and improper diet that should be avoided. With concise and clearly-explained principles, this 
book series will lead you away from the harm of illnesses and to a life with better quality. 

高血压高血脂饮食宜忌速查 糖尿病饮食宜忌速查
Control of Hypertension & 
Hyperlipidemia with Diet: 
Dos and Don'ts
By Wang Chun
 

Control of Diabetes with 
Diet: Dos and Don'ts
By Lan Wei 
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药食同源日常应用 3000 例

食物相宜相克速查图典

与失智老人快乐相处

DAILY APPLICATION OF TONIC FOODS
By Zhou Wendong

QUICK REFERENCE FOR MUTUAL REINFORCEMENT & 
COUNTERACTION OF DIFFERENT FOODS
By Sun Jingdan

HOME CARE FOR THE DEMENTED ELDERLY
By Lyu Yang

Based on the theory of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) and the modern 
pharmacological studies, this book provides comprehensive introduction to 
the most common tonic foods in our daily life, including the identification, 
clinical efficacy, prescriptions and application of these foods. On top of that, 
many classical prescriptions and food therapies are carefully selected to 
provide prevention and treatment of common illnesses and to achieve health 
preservation. With fine illustrations of original herbs and finished products of 
TCM, readers shall have more direct and lively understanding of these tonic 
foods.

Scientific diet with appropriate combination of foods can best serve our 
health, and therefore, the understanding of the mutual reinforcement and 
counteraction of different foods is essential for their selection and preparation. 
This book elaborates on the appropriate consumption of over 200 common 
foods, especially when combined with other foods, and also discusses the 
proper foods for different seasons and different groups of people and the right 
choice of foods for common illnesses. Concise and practical, this book also 
serves as a quick reference for your health.

According to the characteristics of dementia and the difficulty in daily care, 
this book elaborates on the etiology, mechanism, classification, clinical 
manifestations, diagnosis, treatment and prevention of dementia, and 
provides practical guidance for the rehabilitation trainings and coping 
strategies to handle various issues. Compiled by the experts who have 
long been engaged in the study of dementia and cognitive impairment and 
relevant clinical work, this book makes an ideal reference book for the home 
care of the demented elderly.
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孕产妈妈饮食宝典
DIET BOOK FOR PREGNANT WOMEN
By Hu Weiqin

Targeting from the preparation of pregnancy to the delivery and postpartum, 
this book provides comprehensive guide on food choices in different phases 
of pregnancy, and presents nutritional recipes that are easy to cook. This 
book is an ideal food reference for couples who wish to have robust and 
lovely babies. 
On top of that, this book also features the QR Codes that are connected to 
videos of real-person demonstrations for those recipes. 

跟着味蕾谈恋爱
THE TASTY MENU FOR YOUR LOVER
By P.P

This book is the achievement of a food columnist who has devoted to 
the art of cuisine for years, and a tasty menu dedicated to the newly-
wedded lover of the author. It includes 20 Chinese-style dishes, 20 
western-style dishes, 20 types of desserts & soups, all of which are 
the crystallization of the author’s experience and heart-felt devotion, 
providing a feast for both eyes and taste bud of your lover.
 
 



四季蔬：小白素食记录
VEGETABLES OF THE FOUR SEASONS: LITTLE BAI’S 
VEGETARIAN RECIPES
By Little Bai 

Are you a foodie who is always seeking for something tasty? Do you 
feel tired of the humdrum city life and yearn to live with a purer heart and 
fewer desires? Here in this book you may not only find the ways to cook 
simple, delicious vegetarian dishes, but you may also gain the key to a 
healthier and merrier life.

Based on The Classic of Tea, the first monograph on tea in the 
world written by Lu Yu in China’s Tang dynasty, this book gives 
an elaborate explanation of the sophisticated art of tea drinking. 
Illustrated by many beautiful pictures, it not only teaches you how to 
drink tea like an expert, but also furnishes an intriguing insight into 
the quintessence of traditional Chinese tea culture.

跟着《茶经》学喝茶
THE WAY OF TEA: HOW TO BE A GOOD
 TEA DRINKER
By Rui Ya

Rights Sold: Korea




